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There are many scenarios where several labels may be associated simultaneously with each data 
case in a dataset. Therefore, a large number of multi-label datasets are found in a variety of 
domains, including image annotation, text annotation, bioacoustics, music research and medical 
diagnostics. In this thesis, we focus on such multi-label datasets with the particular goal of 
performing multi-label classification. Multi-label classification is an extension of binary- and multi-
class classification to scenarios where each instance in a dataset can have multiple or none of 
K  labels.  
Methods to perform multi-label classification can be divided into three categories: problem 
transformation methods, algorithm adaptation methods and multi-label ensemble methods. Multi-
label ensemble methods receive particular attention in this research. We discuss previously 
proposed multi-label ensemble methods and also propose a new multi-label ensemble method, 
named label dependent splitting (LDsplit) with trees. 
LDsplit with trees constructs an ensemble of tree-structures by considering different permutations 
of the labels in a multi-label dataset. The method differs from other multi-label ensemble methods 
since each tree-structure splits the multi-label data in a label-dependent way, whilst incorporating 
label correlation. Furthermore, each split of a node in a tree-structure is performed by considering 
a binary classification problem. By performing an empirical study on benchmark datasets, the 
predictive performance of LDsplit with trees is compared to that of other multi-label learning 
methods. LDsplit with trees produces very promising results, allowing us to believe that with 
further modifications the procedure may become a highly competitive multi-label learning method. 
Furthermore, we also explore aspects of analysing text data. We perform an extensive analysis 
on a practical multi-label text dataset. The practical dataset consists of online comments, where 
each comment is labeled to identify if any or multiple so-called “toxicity” are present in the 
comment. Our model may therefore be used to identify different types of toxicity present in online 
comments and help reduce online abuse and harassment. A particular challenge faced in the 
practical data analysis is the sparsity of the labels. 
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Baie scenarios bestaan waar verskeie etikette gelyktydig met elke datageval in ‘n datastel 
geassosieer word. Daarom vind ons ‘n groot hoeveelheid multi-etiket datastelle in ‘n 
verskeidenheid van domeine, insluitend beeld-annotasie, teks-annotasie, bio-akoestieks, 
musieknavorsing en mediese diagnose. In hierdie tesis fokus ons op sulke multi-etiket datastelle 
met die spesifieke doel om multi-etiket klassifikasie uit te voer. Multi-etiket klassifikasie is ‘n 
uitbreiding van binêre- en multiklas klassifikasie na scenarios waar elke geval in ‘n datastel 
verskeie of geen van K  etikette het. 
Metodes wat gebruik word om multi-etiket klassifikasie uit te voer, kan in drie kategorieё verdeel 
word: probleem transformasie metodes, algoritme aanpassings metodes en multi-etiket ensemble 
metodes. Multi-etiket ensemble metodes kry spesifieke aandag in hierdie navorsing. Ons 
bespreek voorheen voorgestelde multi-etiket ensemble metodes en stel ook ‘n nuwe multi-etiket 
ensemble metode voor, genaamd etiket afhanklike splitting (LDsplit) met bome. 
LDsplit met bome bou ‘n ensemble van boom-strukture deur verskillende permutasies van die 
etikette in die multi-etiket datastel te beskou. Die metode verskil van ander multi-etiket ensemble 
metodes aangesien elke boom-struktuur die multi-etiket data op ‘n etiket-afhanklike basis opdeel, 
terwyl etiket-korrelasie terselfdetyd geїnkorporeer word. Daarbenewens word elke splitsing van 
‘n node in ‘n boom-struktuur uitgevoer deur ‘n binêre klassifikasie probleem te beskou. Met behulp 
van ‘n empiriese studie op standaard datastelle word die voorspellings-prestasie van LDsplit met 
bome vergelyk met dié van ander multi-etiket leermetodes. LDsplit met bome lewer baie 
belowende resultate, wat ons dus toelaat om te glo dat, met verdere aanpassings, mag die 
prosedure ‘n hoogs kompeterende multi-etiket leermetode word. 
Verder verken ons ook aspekte van teksdata. Ons voer ‘n uitgebreide analise op ‘n praktiese 
multi-etiket teksdatastel uit. Die praktiese-datastel bestaan uit aanlyn kommentaar, waar elke 
individu se kommentaar gemerk word om vas te stel of enige of verskeie tipes toksisiteit 
teenwoordig is. Ons model kan dus gebruik word om verskillende tipes toksisiteit in aanlyn 
kommentaar te identifiseer en help om aanlyn misbruik en teistering te verminder. ‘n Besonderse 
uitdaging in die praktiese-data analise is die ylheid van die etikette. 
Sleutelwoorde: 
Klassifikasie, multi-etiket, ensemble metodes, teksdata 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 CLASSIFICATION 
This thesis falls within the scope of supervised statistical learning, particularly, multi-label 
classification. In supervised statistical learning, a set of input variables, also known as predictors, 
1 2, ,..., ,pX X X  are present along with output variables 1 2, ,..., .KY Y Y  The output variables are also 
referred to as response variables. In supervised learning the goal is to fit a function, 
1 2( , ,..., ) ( ) ,pf X X X f= X  relating the input variables to the response variables. The training data 
can be denoted by: 1{( , ), ,2,..., }.i i i N=x y  Here , 1,2,..., ,i i N=x  denote N  p - component 
observations of input variables 1 2, ,..., .pX X X  The K -component response vectors 
corresponding to the N  observations are denoted by , 1,2,..., .i i N=y  The nature of the response 
variables, 
1 2, ,..., ,KY Y Y  leads to the distinction between regression problems and classification 
problems. If the response variables are numeric, i.e. 
1 2, ,..., KY Y Y  are quantitative, we refer to the 
prediction process of the response as a regression problem. If the response variables are 
specified in terms of classes, i.e. 
1 2, ,..., KY Y Y  are qualitative, we refer to the prediction of the 
class(es) to which an input vector belongs as a classification problem. 
A common type of classification problem is binary classification. In the case of binary 
classification, 1K =  and  0,1 .Y   In other words, there exists two disjoint classes, one class 
denoted by 1Y =  and the other class denoted by 0.Y =  If observation i  is included in the first 
class this is denoted by letting 1iy =  and if observation i  is included in the second class this is 
denoted by letting 0.iy =  A different way of viewing this is to let K  denote the number of so 
called “labels”. Then, in the case of binary classification, where 1K = , we have one label for the 
data. Then each observation either has this label present (denoted by 1iy = ) or does not have 
this label present (denoted by 0iy = ). Many classification problems resemble this form. For 
example, a dataset may consist of credit card transactions where each transaction is classified to 
be fraudulent or not. In this case, fraudulent transactions can be denoted by letting 1,iy =  and 
nonfraudulent transactions can be denoted by letting 0.iy =  Viewed differently, there is one label 
in this dataset, the “fraudulent”-label. Each observation either has this label present, i.e. the 
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transaction is fraudulent, denoted by 1,iy =  or does not have this label present, i.e. the 
transaction is not fraudulent, denoted by 0.iy =  
In multi-class classification we have 1K = and  1,2,..., .Y G  Here, each observation belongs 
to one of G  classes and the G  classes are disjoint. If the i th observation belongs to the g th 
class, this can be denoted by letting 
iy g=  where 1,...,i N=  and 1,..., .g G=   A multi-class 
classification problem can for example be the classification of handwritten digits. In this scenario, 
digits zero to nine denote the 10G =  classes and each handwritten observation belongs to one 
of the ten classes.  
In multi-label classification we have 1K   and  1,0kY   where 1,..., .k K=  Here each 
observation can have multiple or none of K  labels. The labels are not disjoint. The k th entry of 
iy  equals 1  if the i th observation has the k th label present, where 1,...,k K=  and 1,..., .i N=  
Multiple entries of 
iy  can therefore equal 1  if observation i  has multiple of the K  labels present. 
It may also be that observation i  has none of the labels present, in which case all the entries of 
iy  equal 0.   
Finally, in multi-class multi-label classification, 1K   and  1,...,kY G  where 1,..., .k K=  Now 
the K  labels each consists of G  disjoint label classes. This is arguably the most complex type 
of classification and is also sometimes referred to as multidimensional classification. In this thesis 
we focus on the slightly simpler classification type, namely multi-label classification in which case 
we have 1K   and  1,0kY   for 1,..., .k K=  
1.2 EXAMPLES OF MULTI-LABEL DATASETS 
In the modern world where vast amounts of digital data have become the norm, many multi-label 
datasets can be found in a variety of fields. Some particular examples of multi-label dataset 
domains include image annotation, text annotation, bioacoustics, music and medical diagnostics. 
In this section we list a few of the large number of multi-label datasets found in a variety of 
domains. It is clear that multi-label data analysis has become an active area of research. 
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1.2.1 Image annotation 
In image annotation, the data scientist can for example aim to supply tags to images on the 
internet. In this case, the K  labels of the multi-label dataset correspond to K  possible image-
tags. Tags can for example include: sunset, mountain, beach, field, lighthouse, tower, etc. The 
training data of such an analysis consists of many internet images along with the appropriate tags 
that are present for each image. It may be useful for image search engines like Google Images 
or Pinterest to use the results of such a multi-label image analysis in order to improve search 
results for their users. Many multi-label classification image datasets can be found in practice. 
Another example is found on http://www.kaggle.com, an online data-sharing platform, hereafter 
referred to as Kaggle. Here, users are provided with a dataset containing a collection of movie 
posters along with the genres each movie falls into. The aim of the analysis is to build a classifier 
that can identify all the appropriate genres a movie falls into by only considering the movie poster. 
Each movie falls into one or multiple genres. Genres include: horror, romance, animation, 
comedy, etc. Here the data scientist might take note of the colours used on the posters, the 
brightness of the colours or the expressions of the actors on the posters, in order to find hints of 
the specific genres the movies fall into (Kaggle: Movie genre from its poster, 2018). 
Multi-label image datasets are not only limited to still images. Observations in the form of video 
clips are also common. For example, a dataset found on Kaggle contains over 7 million YouTube 
videos along with 4716  video labels. A very large dataset indeed. The aim is to build a powerful 
classifier that can provide relevant video labels to new videos and by doing so improve the search 
and organization of video archives (Kaggle: Google Cloud & YouTube-8M video understanding 
challenge, 2017). 
1.2.2 Text annotation 
In text annotation it might be that the aim is to attach categories to text documents. Then the K  
labels of the multi-label dataset correspond to K  possible text categories. Categories may 
include: biography, review, sport, food, blog or even “fake news”. A multi-label text dataset is also 
found on Kaggle: Greek media monitoring multi-label classification. The data consists of a number 
of Greek print media from May 2013 to September 2013, categorized to one or more topics by 
human annotators. Topics include specific persons, products or companies as well as more 
general topics such as economy and environment. The goal is to build a classifier that can identify 
the appropriate topics present for a new article. Some of the topics, such as specific persons, 
products or companies, might be easier to classify since they are based on keywords. Other 
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topics, such as environment or economy, might be more difficult to detect in an article since they 
are more general concepts (Kaggle: Greek media monitoring multi-label classification, 2014). 
1.2.3 Bioacoustics 
In the bioacoustics domain, the data may for example consist of sound fragments and the aim 
may be to identify all the different bird species in each sound fragment. In this case, the K  labels 
of the multi-label dataset correspond to K  different bird species and the observations of this multi-
label classification dataset are in the form of audio sound fragments.  
1.2.4 Music 
Another example of multi-label classification, where the observations may be in the form of audio 
fragments, is instrument recognition. Different types of musical instruments playing 
simultaneously can for example be identified in music pieces. The training data of such an 
analysis consist of many musical pieces along with the corresponding instruments present in each 
musical piece. Therefore the K  labels in this multi-label dataset correspond to K  musical 
instruments. 
1.2.5 Medical diagnostics 
In medical diagnostics, multiple medical conditions can be identified for a patient. For example, a 
dataset available on Kaggle contains 5606  chest X-ray images of patients and a total of 14  
disease-labels. Diseases found in each of the X-ray images are labelled as such. Some X-ray 
images have no disease present, whereas others have one or multiple of the 14  disease-labels 
present. Additional information, such as the patient’s age and gender, are also available for each 
of the 5606  observations. Building a powerful classifier for such a multi-label dataset can improve 
diagnoses of these diseases for future patients (Kaggle: Random sample of NIH chest X-ray 
dataset, 2017). 
1.3    NOTATION 
In this thesis the multi-label classification data, 1{( , ), ,2,..., },i i i N=x y  are summarized as a 
( )N p K +  matrix .
N p N K 
 
  
X Y  A matrix like this can resemble Figure 1.1. 
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 Input variables Label indicator variables 
Data observations 1X  2X   pX  1Y  2Y   KY  
1  1,1x  1,2x   1, px  1   0    1   
2  2,1x  2,2x   2, px  1   1    1   
3  3,1x  3,2x   3, px  0   1    1   
         
N  ,1Nx  ,2Nx   ,N px  0   1    0   
Figure 1.1: Matrix representation of multi-label classification dataset 
 
Figure 1.1 consists of N p - component observations, , 1,..., ,i i N=x  of the input variables 
1 2, ,..., .pX X X  There is a total of K  labels denoted by 1 2, ,..., .KY Y Y  Therefore, each observation 
has a K - component label indicator resulting in a total of N  K -component label indicators, 
, 1,..., ,i i N=y  for the dataset. The first observation, for example, has both labels 1Y  and KY  
present, the second observation has labels 
1,Y  2Y  and KY  present and so on for all N  
observations. We denote the collection of labels, 
1 2, ,..., ,KY Y Y  by .L  
In some cases, the labels of a training dataset may be in the form of a hierarchical structure. This 
means that the labels are organized into general-to-specific levels. The top level of the hierarchy 
consists of a few general classes. Each of these classes in turn subdivide into slightly more 
specific classes, and these classes are in turn subdivided, and so on. The classification process 
of new observations in such a hierarchical structure is referred to as hierarchical classification. If 
observations are labelled with more than one node in the hierarchical structure, the classification 
process of a new observation is referred to as hierarchical multi-label classification (Tsoumakas 
and Katakis, 2007:3). In this thesis, the focus will however be on non-hierarchical multi-label 
classification. Therefore, when multi-label classification is mentioned, we are in fact referring to 
non-hierarchical multi-label classification. 
Our goal in the multi-label analysis is multi-label classification. We thus aim to fit a function relating 
the input variables to the labels, with the goal of using this fitted function to classify an unseen 
observation to relevant labels as accurately as possible. Inference may also be a goal of a multi-
label analysis. Understanding the relationship between different labels and different variables are 
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often of interest. In medical diagnostics, for example, it can be very advantageous if an analysis 
reveals which predictors are correlated with which medical conditions. Another multi-label 
analysis goal worth mentioning is multi-label ranking. In the case of multi-label ranking, the aim is 
to fit a function relating the input variables to the labels, with the goal of using this fitted function 
to provide an unseen observation with a preference list, i.e. a ranking of the labels from the set of 
possible labels (Madjarov et al., 2012). Multi-label ranking is also an important topic in multi-label 
data analysis. An image search engine, for example, does not only provide users with relevant 
images when a search is carried out, but also provides users with a ranking of the images. Here 
the intention is that the first image presented to the user corresponds better to the user’s 
preference than those images that appear after it. 
1.4    OVERVIEW 
This thesis consists of six chapters. The first is an introductory chapter where we distinguish multi-
label classification from other classification types. We also refer to some examples of multi-label 
dataset domains, state our multi-label analysis goal and introduce the notation used for multi-label 
data in this thesis. 
After multi-label data are introduced in the introductory chapter, Chapter 2 refers to unique 
characteristics of multi-label data compared to other data structures. Performance measures for 
multi-label data are also given. 
Multi-label learning methods are discussed in Chapter 3. We outline the three categories of multi-
label learning and state that multi-label ensemble methods receive particular attention in this 
thesis. Three multi-label ensemble methods are discussed in this chapter. 
In Chapter 4 we explain a new multi-label ensemble method. The predictive performance of this 
method is compared to that of previously proposed multi-label learning methods by performing a 
benchmark dataset analysis. We also highlight the key differences between the new approach 
and previously proposed multi-label ensemble methods discussed in this thesis. 
In Chapter 5 our focus shifts to multi-label text data. We briefly discuss aspects of analysing text 
data and refer to useful R packages for text and multi-label analyses. The chapter concludes with 
a practical multi-label text data analysis. We describe the cleaning and pre-processing of the data, 
the feature selection process and multi-label characteristics of the data. Lastly, we present and 
discuss the results obtained when performing multi-label classification. 
Finally, the last chapter provides concluding remarks as well as opportunities for future research.    
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CHAPTER 2: MULTI-LABEL DATA 
 
2.1    ASPECTS OF MULTI-LABEL DATA 
Multi-label datasets have some unique characteristics compared to other data structures. Some 
of these aspects might influence the performance of different multi-label learning methods and 
are thus important to take note of. Other aspects might also make the analysis of a multi-label 
dataset more difficult. In this section we therefore briefly discuss some of these unique aspects, 
including: the value of ,K  label imbalance, labelsets, label correlation, dimension reduction, 
subsampling, benchmark datasets and synthetic generation of multi-label data.  
2.1.1 Number of labels, K   
Some multi-label datasets have a very large number of labels, .K  The high dimensionality of 
datasets of this form can significantly influence the performance of multi-label methods. Some 
multi-label methods have a significant increase in computational cost if the number of labels is 
very large and for this reason are simply an inappropriate choice for datasets with large .K  
Examples of domains with large numbers of labels include text categorization, protein function 
classification and semantic annotation of multimedia (Tsoumakas et al., 2008). The hierarchy of 
multilabel classifiers (HOMER) algorithm, described in Tsoumakas et al. (2008), is one example 
of a procedure developed to deal with this aspect of multi-label data. 
2.1.2 Label imbalance 
Another characteristic is the number of observations annotated with each label in the dataset. 
Sometimes the labels in a multi-label dataset can be imbalanced. Some labels may occur multiple 
times, i.e. the labels are present for many observations, whereas other labels may occur rarely, 
i.e. the labels are present for very few of the observations. Learning methods trained on such 
imbalanced labels might struggle to identify new observations which have the less dominant 
labels present, since observations of this kind are so sparse in the training data. On the other 
hand, if K  is very large, each observation might only have a few of the large number of labels 
present. In other words, all the labels are sparse. The average number of labels of the 









=  y  Here, iy  denotes the number of entries in iy  that are equal to 1,  i.e. the 
total number of labels observation i  has present. The label density of a multi-label dataset is the 
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density therefore also takes the number of labels in the dataset into consideration. Two datasets 
may have the same cardinality but can differ significantly with regard to density. This can cause 
the two datasets to behave differently when the same multi-label learning method is applied 
(Tsoumakas and Katakis, 2007:8). The interested reader may also consult Charte and Charte 
(2018) for a definition of the so-called “imbalance ratio”, IRLbl. 
2.1.3 Labelsets 
The number of distinct label combinations per observation found in the dataset, i.e. the number 
of labelsets, may also influence the performance of multi-label methods. Some multi-label learning 
methods make specific use of the different labelsets in the learning process so that a large number 
of labelsets can significantly increase computational cost. 
2.1.4 Label correlation 
In multi-label analyses we might also consider label correlation. For example, we might ask which 
labels in the multi-label dataset are interdependent? Aspects of label correlation are useful for 
both inference and classification of unseen observations. Some labels in a multi-label dataset 
may have strong interdependencies. For a dataset like this, learning methods that try to exploit 
label dependencies may be a better choice than learning methods that do not try to exploit label 
dependencies. However, learning methods that incorporate label dependencies may be more 
computationally intensive, especially for large datasets. A simpler method might be faster, but has 
the disadvantage of possibly ignoring important information contained in the dataset. We discuss 
both types of learning methods in later chapters. 
2.1.5 Dimension reduction 
Some multi-label datasets have a large number of predictors. A wide variety of studies are 
dedicated to the topic of dimension reduction for single-label classification, where 1.K =  In the 
case of multi-label classification, where 1,K   various ad hoc approaches for variable selection 
have been proposed. Approaches for multi-label dimension reduction still pose an avenue for 
further research. The challenge is that 
3X  can, for example, assist in predicting 1,Y  but also make 
predicting 
2Y  more difficult. In other words, what determines the importance of a predictor in the 
multi-label classification scenario? A predictor has global importance when the predictor is 
globally correlated with all the labels, but some predictors are locally important in which case the 
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predictor is correlated only with a subset of the labels. Some approaches to multi-label variable 
selection include the filter approach, wrapper approach and the embedded approach, as outlined 
in Spolaôr et al. (2013). 
2.1.6 Subsampling 
When multi-label data are subsampled, as in the case of k − fold cross-validation for example, 
the division is slightly more difficult compared to single-label data. In the multi-label case, we 
would like the proportion of observations per label in each subset to be approximately equal to 
that of the complete dataset. Randomly splitting the multi-label data into k  folds will probably not 
allow this to be true. This is not ideal. For one or more of the folds it can for example happen that 
none of the observations are annotated with a rare label, or some labels may be overrepresented 
in some folds and completely underrepresented in others. Ideally the k  folds should act as smaller 
versions of the complete dataset, having similar characteristics. Sechidis et al. (2011) outline 
stratification in the context of multi-label data. One approach focusses on distinct labelsets and 
the other considers each label independently of the rest. 
2.1.7 Benchmark datasets 
When research is carried out in the field of multi-label classification, researchers often make use 
of common multi-label benchmark datasets. The benchmark datasets are openly available to 
researchers. Analyses from different research papers can therefore be compared when the same 
benchmark datasets are used. The datasets belong to different domains, including music, images, 
text, etc. Table 2.1 summarizes some benchmark datasets used in multi-label research. 
 
Table 2.1: Benchmark datasets 





Emotions Music 593   72  6   1.87   0.311   
Flags Image 194   19   7   3.39   0.485   
Scene Image 2407   294   6   1.07   0.179   
Tmc2007 Text 28596   49060   22   2.16   0.098   
Yeast Biology 2417   103   14   4.24   0.303   
Source: Charte and Charte, 2017. 
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The Emotions dataset consists of 593  music-piece observations. Each music piece is labelled 
with a selection of six possible emotions namely: sad-lonely, angry-aggressive, amazed-
surprised, relaxing-calm, quiet-still and happy-pleased. The Flags dataset consists of 194  flags 
and 19  flag features. Each flag is annotated with up to seven colours. The Scene dataset contains 
2407  images annotated with up to six concepts such as beach, mountain and field. The Tmc2007 
dataset gives aviation safety reports that document problems that occurred during certain flights 
as observations. The labels of the Tmc2007 dataset are the problems being described by the 
reports. The Yeast dataset consists of 2417  genes and each gene can be associated with 14   
biological functions, so that the biological functions form the 14  labels of the Yeast dataset.  
2.1.8 Synthetic data generation 
When new multi-label learning methods are introduced, the benchmark datasets can be useful to 
investigate the performance of the newly introduced method against other learning methods. The 
benchmark datasets are also useful when properties of multi-label datasets are investigated. 
These datasets are useful, but they are not entirely sufficient. The “truth” of the benchmark 
datasets are unknown to researchers. For example, it is unknown which labels are correlated, 
which predictors are correlated or what the relationship between the labels and the predictors in 
the benchmark datasets are. Researchers generate synthetic data in order to have control and 
precise knowledge of such properties in investigations. In single-label classification, it is simple to 
systematically generate synthetic single-label classification data. It is however much more difficult 
to simulate synthetic multi-label data. In the case of multi-label analysis, we would like to 
incorporate multi-label characteristics, like those mentioned in this section, into the data. For 
example, the generated data should consist of K  correlated binary labels as well as p  input 
vectors of a specified multi-variate distribution. We would like the input vectors to depend on the 
labels in some way. We would also for example like some predictors to be good at predicting a 
certain label while simultaneously being bad at predicting another label. These issues make 
systematic generation of multi-label data more difficult. Few proposals exist for systematically 
generating synthetic multi-label data and this may still be a field that requires further research. 
Tomás et al. (2014) has contributed by proposing Mldatagen, a multi-label dataset generator 
framework. Other contributors include Sandrock and Steel (2017) proposing an algorithm that 
offers users the option to specify many aspects regarding the data to be generated.  
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2.2    PERFORMANCE MEASURES 
Some of the above-mentioned aspects may influence the performance of different multi-label 
methods, but how can the performance of different multi-label methods be measured? The multi-
label data structure requires different performance measures from those used in traditional single-
label classification. However, a large number of evaluation measures have been proposed for 
multi-label data. Measures exist for the evaluation of both multi-label classification as well as 
multi-label ranking. The following discussion is based on Tsoumakas et al. (2010).  
For multi-label classification, evaluation measures can be grouped into two main categories: 
example-based and label-based measures. As the name suggests, example-based measures 
consider each observation individually and computes the metric for each. The final performance 
value is obtained by averaging the performance values for the individual observations. Label-
based metrics on the other hand consider each label individually and computes the metric for 
each label, instead of each observation. Figure 2.1 outlines the categorization of performance 
measures for multi-label learning. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Categorization of performance measures for multi-label learning 
 
Consider a test dataset, 1{( , ), ,2,..., },i i i M=x y  and suppose our multi-label classifier gives 
classifications ( ) , 1,..., ,i if i M= =x z  where  0,1 .
K
iz  Some example-based measures 
include the following. For a single test case, Hamming loss is the proportion of incorrectly 
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Due to the way precision is defined, it produces an average proportion of those labels predicted 
to be present ( )1Z =  and which are correctly predicted, i.e. the label is in fact present ( )1 ,Y =  
provided the denominator is not zero. 



























Recall is the average proportion of true labels, i.e. labels that are present ( )1 ,Y =  which are 
predicted to be present ( )1 ,Z =  provided the denominator is not zero.  
Precision and recall can also be combined into a single measure which is referred to as the F-










Precision and recall are related to the concepts of sensitivity and specificity. Consider the 
confusion matrix given in Figure 2.2. Two types of incorrect classifications can be made by a 
multi-label classifier. If a label is present, i.e. 1,Y =  the classifier can predict the label not to be 
present, i.e. 0.Z =  This type of error is referred to as a false negative (FN) classification. On the 
other hand, if a label is not present, i.e. 0,Y =  the classifier can predict the label to be present, 
i.e. 1.Z =  This type of error is referred to as a false positive (FP) classification. When a label is 
present, i.e. 1,Y =  and it is predicted to be present, i.e. 1,Z =  we refer to the classification as a 
true positive (TP) classification. When a label is not present, i.e. 0,Y =  and it is predicted not to 
be present, i.e. 0,Z =  we refer to the classification as a true negative (TN) classification. 
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Considering the total number of all these different classifications for a dataset, sensitivity is 
defined as TP
TP FN+
 and specificity is defined as .TNFP TN+  Precision is also given by 
TP
TP FP+
 and recall 
is defined in the same way as sensitivity, i.e. .TP
TP FN+
 A trade-off exists between precision and 
recall, with equality when .FP FN=   
 












 1Y =  0Y =  










Figure 2.2: Confusion Matrix 
 
A label-based measure, on the other hand, can be any known evaluation measure for binary 
classification. The TP and FP rates for a single label can for example be used to construct a curve 
referred to as the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. With TP rate given on the y-axis 
and FP rate given on the x-axis, the curve is traced out by varying the threshold value of the 
classifier. The overall performance of the classifier is given by the area under the ROC curve. The 
larger the area, the better the performance of the classifier, so that an ideal ROC curve hugs the 
top left corner of the graph. R packages that allow users easy comparison of the areas under the 
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Denote by ,kTP  ,kTN  kFP  and kFN  the number of true positive, true negative, false positive and 
false negative classifications after binary evaluation of label .k  Then, if a binary evaluation 
measure, calculated based on the number of ,TP  ,TN  FP  and FN  classifications, is denoted 






macro k k k kK
k
B B TP TN FP FN
=
=    
and 
1 1 1 1
, , , .
K K K K
micro k k k k
k k k k
B B TP TN FP FN




     
 
A multi-label learning method usually performs differently for different performance measures (Wu 
and Zhou, 2016). Therefore, multiple multi-label performance measures are used in a multi-label 
analysis. 
This chapter highlights different challenges faced when analysing multi-label datasets. It is clear 
that single-label datasets and multi-label datasets cannot be approached in the same way. The 
multi-label data structure has some unique characteristics and requires specific tools in the 
analysis of the dataset, including the evaluation measures used when analysing predictive 
performance. In the next chapter multi-label learning methods are discussed. These learning 
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CHAPTER 3: MULTI-LABEL LEARNING METHODS 
 
3.1    CATEGORIES 
In this chapter specific learning methods for multi-label classification are discussed. Several multi-
label learning methods exist. Initially, Tsoumakas and Katakis (2007) grouped these learning 
methods into two main categories: algorithm adaptation methods and problem transformation 
methods. In more recent years, multi-label learning methods have also been extended to a third 
category, namely multi-label ensemble methods. 
Algorithm adaptation methods start with a previously defined single-label learning algorithm and 
aim to transform the algorithm to handle the multi-label data directly. Some examples of such 
algorithms that have been extended to the multi-label structure are decision trees, boosting, 
neural networks, support vector machines and k -nearest neighbours. The interested reader may 
consult Madjarov et al. (2012) for detailed descriptions of the adaptations. 
Problem transformation methods are methods that use a single-label classification method (i.e. 
multi-class or binary) for the multi-label data analysis. Usually the multi-label data are transformed 
in a specified way so that a single-label classification method can be applied. The multi-label 
learning problem is therefore split into one or more single-label classification problems. One 
single-label classification method is normally applied to the transformed data and the output is 
combined in a particular way so that the results have a multi-label structure. Many problem 
transformation methods exist. We highlight three problem transformation methods, namely binary 
relevance, label powerset and classifier chains. These three methods are sometimes used as 
base classifiers in other multi-label learning methods, we therefore highlight them in particular. 
In this thesis, the main focus will be on the third group of learning methods for multi-label data, 
namely ensemble methods. Ensemble schemes use several function estimates or predictions and 
combine them in a specified way in order to build one powerful, in our case, classifier. The base 
classifiers of these ensemble methods in our context belong to either of the two previously 
mentioned categories of multi-label methods, i.e. algorithm adaptation and problem 
transformation methods. Examples of ensemble methods for multi-label classification are 
ensembles of classifier chains in Read et al. (2011), random forests of predictive clustering trees 
in Kocev et al. (2007) and random k − labelsets (Tsoumakas et al., 2011). 
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3.2    BINARY RELEVANCE 
One of the simplest problem transformation methods is known as binary relevance. The following 
discussion is based on Tsoumakas and Katakis (2007). For illustration, consider the multi-label 
dataset given in Table 3.1 that contains 5N =  observations, , 1,...,5,i i =x  and 4K =  labels, 
denoted by , 1,...,4.kY k =  
 
Table 3.1: Example of multi-label dataset 
Input variables Label indicator variables 
 1Y  2Y  3Y  4Y  
1x  1  0  0  1  
2x  0  0  1  1  
3x  1  0  0  0  
4x  0  1  1  0  
5x  1  1  1  0  
 
A problem transformation method transforms the multi-label data, such as that given in Table 3.1, 
so that a single-label classification method can be applied. In the case of binary relevance, the 
multi-label data are transformed by considering the data as K  separate binary classification 
problems, one for each label. First an appropriate base classifier is chosen that can handle 
standard binary classification problems. Examples of such classifiers include linear discriminant 
analysis, logistic regression and support vector machines. We then fit K  binary classification 
models, one for each label, using the base classifier. This results in , 1,..., ,kf k K=  where
( )  : 0;1 , 1,..., .k kf Y k K→  =x x  For the data in Table 3.1, this would mean that the multi-label 
data are divided into 4K =  separate binary classification problems, similar to Table 3.2. The base 
classifier is applied to each of the 4K =  binary classification versions of the data and 
, 1,...,4,kf k =  are found. 
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Table 3.2: Splitting multi-label data into binary classification data 
 
 1Y  
 
 2Y  
 
 3Y  
 
 4Y  
1x  1  1x  0  1x  0  1x  1  
2x  0  2x  0  2x  1  2x  1  
3x  1  3x  0  3x  0  3x  0  
4x  0  4x  1  4x  1  4x  0  
5x  1  5x  1  5x  1  5x  0  
 
 
Suppose we aim to classify an unseen observation, .x  In binary relevance, the K  functions, 
, 1,..., ,kf k K=  are applied to the unseen observation, resulting in a separate classification for 
each of the K  labels. For the data in Table 3.1, this would mean that the unseen observation, ,x
is classified by ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 3 4 .f f f f  x x x x   
The main advantages of binary relevance are that it is a simple and fast procedure. Unfortunately, 
binary relevance does not take label correlation into consideration. Each label prediction is made 
separately from the other labels and no label interactions are used in the binary relevance 
procedure. 
3.3    LABEL POWERSET 
This section is based on Tsoumakas et al. (2011). The label powerset method is a problem 
transformation method that attempts to take label correlation into consideration. The label 
powerset approach recognizes each unique set of labels that exists in the multi-label dataset as 
a class. The multi-label data are therefore transformed to a multi-class structure. Applying this 
idea to the data in Table 3.1 causes the data to resemble Table 3.3. A standard multi-class 
classifier can then be applied to the multi-class version of the data. This multi-class classifier can 
then be used to classify an unseen observation by classifying the observation to the class with 
the highest posterior probability.  
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Table 3.3: Transformation of data in Table 3.1 to multi-class structure 
 1Y  1Y  and 4Y  1,Y  2Y  and 3Y  2Y  and 3Y  3Y  and 4Y  
1x  0  1  0  0  0  
2x  0  0  0  0  1  
3x  1  0  0  0  0  
4x  0  0  0  1  0  
5x  0  0  1  0  0  
 
Unfortunately, the label powerset method can only classify an unseen observation to a labelset 
present in the training data. This limits the procedure since no new label combination can be 
formed. New label combinations, not found in the training dataset, can easily occur in test 
datasets. This property of the label powerset method may cause an increase in its test error. 
The label powerset procedure also has the disadvantage that the transformation of the multi-label 
data to a multi-class structure may lead to a dataset with a large number of classes and few 
observations per class. This is especially true for multi-label datasets that have a large number of 
labels. The total number of possible labelsets for a multi-label dataset, and therefore also the total 
number of possible classes for the multi-class version of the data, is upper bounded by 
( )min ,2 .KN  In practice, the number is normally much smaller than the upper-bound, however it 
can still be large enough to make the learning process difficult. Depending on the multi-class 
classification algorithm used in the label powerset procedure, a large number of labelsets may 
significantly increase computational cost. Furthermore, with few observations per class in the 
multi-class version of the data, the learning process becomes more difficult so that the fitted model 
may not perform so well on test data. 
3.4    CLASSIFIER CHAINS 
The classifier chains approach is a problem transformation method based on the binary relevance 
method. The method aims to improve on some of the shortcomings of the binary relevance 
method, while retaining the advantages of being simple and fast. The following discussion is 
based on Read et al. (2011). 
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The main disadvantage of binary relevance that the classifier chains method aims to improve, is 
the fact that binary relevance does not take label correlation into consideration. In binary 
relevance, K  binary classification models, , 1,..., ,kf k K=  are fit separately, one for each label. 
Classifier chains also applies K  binary transformations that result in K  classifiers, 
, 1,..., .kf k K=  However, when fitting classifier chains, the input space of each binary model is 
extended with the 0 /1 label relevance of all previous classifiers. The procedure is therefore 
appropriately named, since a chain of classifiers is indeed formed. 
Suppose a multi-label classification dataset, 1{( , ), ,2,..., },i i i N=x y  is given consisting of N p - 
component observations of input variables 1,..., pX X  and a total of K  labels, 1 2, ,..., .KY Y Y  After 
an appropriate base classifier that can handle standard binary classification problems is chosen, 
the classifier chains method is implemented as follows.  
The first binary classifier, 
1f , is found by fitting the base classifier to the binary classification data 
formed by considering 
1,..., ,Nx x  along with the N  response entries of the first label. Considering 
the data in Table 3.1 as an example, we therefore fit the base classifier to the binary classification 
data given in Table 3.4, in order to find 
1.f   
 
Table 3.4: Binary classification data of Table 3.1 used to find 
1f   
Input 1Y  
1x  1  
2x  0  
3x  1  
4x  0  
5x  1  
 
In order to obtain the second binary classifier, 
2 ,f  the input variables become    1 1,..., .pX X Y  
Therefore 
2f  is found by fitting the base classifier to the binary classification data formed by 
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considering the N  observations of the input variables    1 1,..., ,pX X Y  along with the N  
response entries of the second label. Considering the data in Table 3.1, we therefore fit the base 
classifier to the binary classification data given in Table 3.5 to find 
2.f  
 
Table 3.5: Binary classification data of Table 3.1 used to find 
2f   
Input 2Y  
1x  1,1 1y =   0  
2x  2,1 0y =   0  
3x  3,1 1y =   0  
4x  4,1 0y =   1  
5x  5,1 1y =   1  
 
In general, 
kf  is trained using input variables    1 1 1,..., ,...,p kX X Y Y −  and the response entries 
of the thk  label. Here 1,...,k K=  so that a chain of K  classifiers is formed, ( )1,..., .Kf f=f  Again 
consider the data in Table 3.1 as an example. In this case we find a chain of 4K =  classifiers by 
fitting the base classifier to each of the four binary classification datasets given in Table 3.6. 
 
Table 3.6: Classifier chains applied to data in Table 3.1 
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Once the chain, ,f  is complete, containing K  classifiers, the classification of an unseen 
observation, ,x  can be made. Starting at 
1f  we find the 0 /1 classification, ( )1ˆ .f x  Then the 
second binary classifier, 
2 ,f  predicts the relevance of the second label, given the input space 
augmented by the 0 /1 value, ( )1ˆ .f x  In general, the 
thk  binary classifier predicts the relevance 
of the thk  label, given the input space augmented by the 0 /1 classifications of all the previous 
binary classifiers in the chain. This is illustrated in Figure 3.1. 
 
Input 0 /1 classification 
1x  2x   px       ( )1fˆ x  
1x  2x   px  ( )1fˆ x      ( )2fˆ x  
1x  2x   px  ( )1fˆ x  ( )2fˆ x     ( )3fˆ x  
           
1x  2x   px  ( )1fˆ x  ( )2fˆ x   ( )1ˆKf − x   ( )ˆKf x  
 
Final classification 1Y  2Y   KY  
( )ˆ =f x   ( )1fˆ x  ( )2fˆ x   ( )ˆKf x  
 
Figure 3.1: Classification procedure of classifier chains for observation x   
 
Since the classifier chains method passes label information between classifiers, it incorporates 
label correlation and overcomes the disadvantage of binary relevance of not taking label 
correlation into consideration. Read et al. (2011) state that although the additional attributes make 
up a small part of the total attribute space, if strong correlations exist, these attributes give any 
base classifier relatively more predictive power.  
Note that only one ordering of the K  labels is used in the classifier chains method. This is a 
possible disadvantage of classifier chains. Predictive performance of the fitted classifier chains 
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model is very dependent on the order of the chain, i.e. the order of the labels 
1,..., ,KY Y  it was 
trained on. It may happen that one or more of the first classifiers in the chain classify poorly, which 
means that the classifiers later in the chain use these poor classifications to find a classification 
for the labels that occur later in the chain. This concern may be addressed by considering an 
ensemble of classifier chains, which is described in the next section. 
3.5    ENSEMBLES OF CLASSIFIER CHAINS 
Instead of considering only one ordering of the K  labels, as is the case for the classifier chains 
method, the ensemble of classifier chains method considers multiple orderings of the K  labels 
and fits an ensemble of classifier chains. This multi-label ensemble method, given in Read et al. 
(2011), is described in this section. 
Again consider a multi-label classification dataset, 1{( , ), ,2,..., }.i i i N=x y  It is straightforward to 
fit an ensemble of classifier chains. Instead of considering only one order of the labels to form 
one chain, ,f  we consider m  random orderings of the K  labels in order to fit m  classifier chains, 
1,..., .mf f  Each classifier is trained on a bootstrap sample formed by sampling N  times with 
replacement from the observations in the multi-label training dataset. Therefore, along with the 
m  random orderings of the K  labels, m  bootstrap samples of the multi-label classification 
training dataset are required to fit m  classifier chains, 1,..., .mf f  It was initially suggested, in Read 
et al. (2009), to use a subset of the observations in the training dataset to fit each classifier. Thus, 
sampling without replacement in this case. However, it was discovered that using bootstrap 
samples can achieve higher predictive performance with only a small increase in computational 
cost. We therefore focus on the bootstrap implementation of ensembles of classifier chains in our 
description of the method. 
To form the first classifier, 
1,f  the N  p−component observations of the first bootstrap sample 
are considered along with their corresponding response entries of the K  labels. Using these N  
observations and the first random label ordering, a classifier chain is fit as described in  
Section 3.4. This produces 
1.f  In order to find the second classifier, we consider the second 
bootstrap sample observations along with the second random label ordering and fit a classifier 
chain. This produces 
2.f  We continue in this way until m  multi-label classifiers, 1,..., ,mf f  have 
been found. 
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Classifying an unseen observation, ,x  proceeds as follows. Each of the m  multi-label classifiers, 
1,..., ,mf f  produces a multi-label classification for observation x  by applying the classifier chain 
classification procedure described in Section 3.4. Thus m  multi-label classifications are found for 
observation ,x  given by ( ) ( ) ( )1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,..., .mf x f x f x  Now consider the binary predictions produced by 
each of the classifiers, 
1,..., ,mf f  for each of the K  labels. For each label, the mean of the binary 
predictions over the m  classifications is found. This produces a vector of confidence outputs, 








=  x  A threshold function can be applied to wˆ  to obtain 
a final classification for observation .x  For example, we may conclude that label kY  is present if 
ˆ 0.5,kw  otherwise it is not present.  
If 4K =  and 5,m =  the classification procedure for an unseen observation, ,x  when applying a 
threshold of 0.5  for each label, resembles Figure 3.2.  
 
 1Y  2Y  3Y  4Y  
( )1ˆ =f x  ( )1,1ˆ 0f =x  ( )1,2ˆ 1f =x  ( )1,3ˆ 1f =x  ( )1,4ˆ 1f =x  
( )2ˆ =f x  ( )2,1ˆ 1f =x  ( )2,2ˆ 0f =x  ( )2,3ˆ 0f =x  ( )2,4ˆ 1f =x  
( )3ˆ =f x  ( )3,1ˆ 0f =x  ( )3,2ˆ 0f =x  ( )3,3ˆ 1f =x  ( )3,4ˆ 1f =x  
( )4ˆ =f x  ( )4,1ˆ 0f =x  ( )4,2ˆ 0f =x  ( )4,3ˆ 1f =x  ( )4,4ˆ 1f =x  
( )5ˆ =f x  ( )5,1ˆ 0f =x  ( )5,2ˆ 1f =x  ( )5,3ˆ 0f =x  ( )5,4ˆ 1f =x  
ˆ =w   11 5wˆ =   
2
2 5
wˆ =   33 5wˆ =   4ˆ 1w =   
Final classification 0  0  1  1  
Figure 3.2: Classification procedure for ensembles of classifier chains 
 
In Figure 3.2 the multi-label classification of observation x  for each of the 5m =  classifier chains 
is given. For each of the 4K =  labels, the mean of the binary predictions over the 5m =  
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classifications is found. A final classification of “1” is assigned if this mean exceeds a threshold 
value of 0.5,  else a final classification of “0 ” is assigned.  
Since the classifications of m  classifier chains are combined in order to produce a final 
classification, this is a multi-label ensemble method with base learner the classifier chains 
method. Fitting an ensemble of classifier chains reduces the effect of a poor label ordering on the 
overall classification accuracy of the model. Furthermore, the procedure still remains quite fast 
compared to the classifier chains method. The time cost is only affected linearly by the number of 
orderings used in the ensemble. Results in Read et al. (2011) show that using an ensemble of 
classifier chains has a significant positive effect on predictive performance compared to classifier 
chains. Setting 10m   allows ensembles of classifier chains to perform better than classifier 
chains in almost all cases presented in the experimental evaluation given in Read et al. (2011). 
On the other hand, in the Madjarov et al. (2012) review, classifier chains fared better than 
ensembles of classifier chains for some datasets.  
As an ensemble of binary transformations, it may be that fitting an ensemble of classifier chains 
can result in a very large number of observations to be processed. Each label gives rise to m N  
observations in the fitting process. Furthermore, this calls for considerable redundancy in the 
learning space. Read et al. (2011) propose a simple strategy for reducing redundancy in the 
learning space and therefore also causing a reduction in time and memory requirements. This 
comes at only a slight loss in predictive performance. For each iteration, along with each random 
label ordering, they propose taking random subsets of both the observations and the predictors 
when fitting the classifier chains model in each case. Their study investigates the loss in predictive 
performance compared to the reduction in running time when the percentages of observations 
and predictors used to fit each ensemble member, are decreased. It appears that comparable 
results in predictive performance can be obtained for significantly less computational 
requirements. For example, in the experimental evaluation given in Read et al. (2011), with 
10,m =  using subsets that contain 75%  of training observations and 50%  of predictors, 
accuracy is negligibly less compared to using 100%  of both. 
3.6    RANDOM FORESTS OF PREDICTIVE CLUSTERING TREES 
Bagging and random forests are two ensemble methods often used in the context of decision 
trees. We can also use bagging and random forests for multi-label classification, as outlined in 
Kocev et al. (2007). 
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For a single-label classification dataset, bagging is implemented by first forming B  bootstrap 
samples of the training data. If a decision tree is the chosen base classifier, a decision tree is fit 
to each of the B  bootstrap samples. Suppose each tree produces a classifier for a K −class 
response. For an unseen observation, ,x  the bagged estimate, ( )ˆ ,bagf x  is a K −vector, 
( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ... , .Kp p p  x x x  Here, ( )kp x  is the proportion of trees predicting class k  for .x  The 
bagged classifier selects the class having the most votes, i.e. ( )ˆargmax .k bagf x  Posterior 
probabilities of each class may also be used instead of a majority class voting procedure (Hastie 
et al., 2009: 283). With bagging we aim to average many noisy but approximately unbiased 
models in order to reduce the variance. Decision trees are therefore often the chosen base 
classifier.  
Random forests aim to improve on the variance reduction of bagging. This is achieved by reducing 
the correlation between the B  trees without increasing the variance too much. When fitting 
random forests, we also construct B  bootstrap samples of the single-label data; however, an 
additional constraint is added when fitting the B  decision trees: at each split, when constructing 
a tree, only a random subset of the complete set of predictors available, is considered (Hastie et 
al., 2009: 587).  
Instead of using a single-label classification decision tree as base learner, we may extend bagging 
and random forests to the multi-label scenario by using a decision tree that produces multi-label 
classifications. Multi-objective decision trees (MODTs), which are an instantiation of predictive 
clustering trees (PCTs), can be used to produce multi-label classifications.  
A PCT is viewed as a hierarchy of clusters. The topnode of the PCT contains all the training data. 
This topnode is partitioned into smaller clusters, and these resulting clusters are partitioned into 
smaller clusters, and so on as we move down the tree. The clusters are formed by maximizing 
the variance reduction achieved when partitioning the training observations, thereby forming 
clusters with maximum cluster homogeneity. In order to construct a PCT we require a so-called 
variance function and prototype function. The homogeneous clusters are formed by considering 
the variance function as a measure of cluster impurity. The prototype function is used to define 
the classification given by a cluster. 
MODTs extend the variance and prototype functions to multi-label learning. In this case, cluster 
impurities are measured using the multi-label structure of observations, while the prototype 
function produces a multi-label classification. The variance function can for example be defined 
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 X  The prototype function, on the other hand, 
may return a K −component vector defining the classification for a cluster. Here the thk  entry 
may contain the majority vote or posterior probability of 
kY  within the cluster.    
Suppose we use such a MODT as base learner when implementing bagging or random forests. 
Classification of an unseen observation, ,x  produces a K −vector estimate, 
( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ... , .Kp p p  x x x  In this case, ( )kp x  is the majority vote or posterior probability of 
label 
kY  produced when considering the classification of observation x  across all the fitted 
MODTs. If majority votes are used, ( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ... , Kp p p  x x x  is the final multi-label 
classification. If posterior probabilities are used, a threshold function is applied to 
( ) ( ) ( )1 2, , ... , Kp p p  x x x  in order to produce a final multi-label classification. 
3.7   RANDOM k-LABELSETS 
This section is based on Tsoumakas et al. (2011). Random k − labelsets (RA k EL) is an ensemble 
method that attempts to improve on the limitations of the label powerset method. Two different 
versions of RA k EL exist; the first is a disjoint version of the method, RA k EL ,d  and the second 
an overlapping version, RA k EL .o   
3.7.1 Description 
If the collection of K  labels, 1,..., ,KY Y  is denoted by ,L  the disjoint version of the random k −  
labelset method, RA k EL ,d  is implemented as follows. We aim to partition L  randomly into m  








=   If the labelset-size is chosen as k , we have 
,K
k





 is an integer, all m  labelsets are of size k  and are 
therefore all k − labelsets. If, however, K
k
 is not an integer, labelsets , 1,..., 1,jR j m= −  are of 
size k  and are referred to as k − labelsets. In this case, 
mR  contains the remaining modK k  
labels. For example, suppose 10K =  and 3k = , then  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10, , , , , , , , , .L Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y=  An 
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example of 4m =  disjoint labelsets can then be:  1 1 2 4, ,R Y Y Y= ,  2 3 5 7, ,R Y Y Y= , 
 3 6 8 10, ,R Y Y Y=  and  4 9 .R Y=  
After the m  disjoint labelsets have been identified, RA k EL d  applies the label powerset 
procedure separately to each of the m  labelsets. Thus, m  multi-label classifiers are found, 
, 1,..., .jh j m=   
In other words, the multi-label data are broken up into m  smaller multi-label datasets and the 
label powerset method is applied to each. If we again consider the above example, the data can 
resemble Figure 3.3. 
 
 




In Figure 3.3, the multi-label data, consisting of N  observations and 10,K =  labels are divided 
into 4m =  labelsets, , 1,..., 4.jR j =  The training sets consist of all N  observations annotated 
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with their corresponding labels in , 1,..., 4.jR j =  Denote these 4m =  multi-label datasets by 
, 1,..., 4jD j =  (also given by the shaded areas in Figure 3.3). The label powerset method is 
applied to each , 1,...,4.jD j =  Thus, each unique set of labels that exists in each of 
, 1,...,4,jD j =  is regarded as a class and therefore each of , 1,...,4,jD j =  is transformed to a 
multi-class dataset. A standard multi-class classifier is applied to the multi-class version of each 
, 1,...,4,jD j =  and , 1,...,4,jh j =  are found. 
Note that since the multi-label data are divided in this way, this may lead to the empty set 
appearing as an annotation for an observation. For example, in Figure 3.3, consider 
1R  and 
suppose, for observation 
3x  we have 3,1 3,2 3,40 , 0 , 0 .y y y = = =   This is not a problem. The 
empty set is simply another class of the multi-class version of 
1.D  Observation 3x  is therefore not 
excluded when finding 
1.h  The empty set is an acceptable annotation for an observation, as was 
also stated in our definition of multi-label data.  
Suppose an unseen observation, ,x  has to be classified. The functions , 1,..., ,jh j m=  are 
applied to the unseen observation. Each classifier, , 1,..., ,jh j m=  classifies the unseen 
observation to the class with the highest posterior probability in the individual multi-class 
problems. Since the labelsets, , 1,..., ,jR j m=  are disjoint, the m  classifications are simply 
gathered together to produce the final multi-label classification. Once again considering the data 
in Figure 3.3 as an example, we may have a classification for x  resembling Figure 3.4. 








In Figure 3.4, for each of the 4m =  classifiers, , 1,...,4,jh j =  the class that resulted in the 
highest posterior probability is given. Since each classification only involves those labels that are 
present in each of , 1,..., 4,jR j =  the classifications have to be combined in order to produce the 
overall multi-label classification. Because different multi-label classifiers are combined in order to 
produce a final classifier, it is clear that RA k EL
d
 is an ensemble method with base learner the 
label powerset method. 
The overlapping version of random k − labelsets, RA k EL ,o  also aims to partition L  randomly 
into m  labelsets, , 1,..., .jR j m=  However, the labelsets no longer have to be disjoint, as was 
the case with RA k EL .d  Denote by 







 If m  labelsets of size k  are desired, RA k EL o  selects m  k − labelsets, 
, 1,..., ,jR j m= by sampling without replacement from .
kL  By doing this, some of the labelsets 
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may overlap, i.e. some of the K  labels may be found in more than one of , 1,..., .jR j m=  If 
,mk K the overlap definitely occurs. The training set once again consists of all N  observations 
annotated with their corresponding labels in , 1,..., ,jR j m=  so that, similar to  
RA k EL ,d  the multi-label data are divided into m  smaller multi-label datasets, , 1,..., .jD j m=  
Once again the label powerset procedure is applied to the m  multi-label datasets so that m  multi-
label classifiers are found, , 1,..., .jh j m=    
As an example, suppose 10,K =  3,k =  6m =  and  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10, , , , , , , , , .L Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y=  The 
6m =  labelsets can then for example be:  1 1 2 3, , ,R Y Y Y=   2 3 7 10, , ,R Y Y Y=   3 4 6 9, , ,R Y Y Y=  
 4 5 8 9, , ,R Y Y Y=   5 1 6 7, ,R Y Y Y=  and  6 1 8 9, , .R Y Y Y=  For this example the multi-label data 
resemble Figure 3.5. 
 
 




In Figure 3.5 we see that the training set consists of the N  observations annotated with their 
corresponding labels in , 1,...,6,jR j =  of our example. Therefore the multi-label data are divided 
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into 6m =  smaller multi-label datasets, , 1,...,6.jD j =  The label powerset method is applied to 
each , 1,...,6.jD j = Once again this means that each unique set of labels that exists in each of 
jD  is regarded as a class and therefore each jD  is transformed to a multi-class dataset. A 
standard multi-class classifier is applied to the multi-class version of each , 1,...,6jD j =  and 
, 1,...,6jh j =  is found. 
Suppose an unseen observation, ,x  has to be classified by RA k EL .o  The functions 
, 1,..., ,jh j m=  are applied to the unseen observation. Each of these classifiers classifies the 
unseen observation to the class with the highest posterior probability in the individual multi-class 
problems. In other words, we in fact obtain a binary prediction for each label in the corresponding 
k − labelset of each , 1,..., .jR j m=  Since the labelsets may overlap, the m  classifications 
cannot simply be gathered together, as in the case of RA k EL ,d  to find the final multi-label 
classification. Instead, RA k EL
o
 considers all the binary predictions produced by the classifiers, 
, 1,..., ,jh j m=  for each label. For each label, the mean of these binary predictions is calculated. 
When this mean exceeds a threshold of 0.5  for a label, the final decision is that the label is in fact 
present for observation ,x  otherwise it is not present.  
Consider the data in Figure 3.5 as an example. Suppose we aim to classify an unseen observation 
.x  We may have a classification for x  resembling Figure 3.6. 








In Figure 3.6, for each of the 6m =  classifiers, , 1,...,6,jh j =  the class that resulted in the highest 
posterior probability is given. This results in binary predictions for each of the 3k =  labels in each 
of the 6m =  labelsets. Since the labelsets overlap, the mean of the binary predictions is 
calculated for each label. The labels for which the mean values exceed a threshold of 0.5  are 
marked present with "1",  else the label is not present, denoted with "0".  Again we see that 
different multi-label classifiers are combined in order to produce a final classifier, and therefore it 
is also clear that RA k EL
o
 is an ensemble method with base learner the label powerset method. 
It should be noted that since we sample m  k − labelsets, ,jR  1,..., ,j m=  from ,
kL  it can happen 
that some of the labels in L  are not present in any of the labelsets, ,jR  1,..., .j m=  In this case 
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the algorithm will not make any classifications for such a label. Setting m  appropriately large can 
prevent this from happening. 
3.7.2 Performance 
The empirical study of Tsoumakas et al. (2011) shows evidence that both RA k EL
d
 and  
RA k EL
o
 perform better than the label powerset procedure. This is particularly true when the 





 possess the following advantages over the label powerset method. 
Since the final predictions of RA k EL
d
 and RA k EL
o
 are based on combining predictions that 
occur for m  different labelsets, it is possible for both procedures to predict a labelset that does 
not appear in the training data. Recall that this is not the case for the label powerset method. The 
fact that m  label powerset classifiers are trained on different output spaces in RA k EL, offers a 
diverse view for the classification of an unseen observation. This gives RA k EL an advantage. 
The label powerset method has the disadvantage that it may result in a multi-class dataset with a 
large number of classes and few observations per class. This increases computational cost and 
makes the learning process difficult. This is especially true for multi-label datasets with a large 
number of labels. In RA k EL, the division of the multi-label data into m  smaller multi-label 
datasets, , 1,..., ,jD j m=  can hopefully prevent this from happening.  
Each of the m  smaller multi-label datasets have k K  labels. For RA k EL d  the 
thm  dataset 
contains modK k  labels, which is also less than K  when .k K  The m  multi-class datasets, 
obtained by transforming the m  multi-label datasets, , 1,..., ,jD j m=  are characterized by a much 
more balanced distribution of observations per class. Therefore, a standard multi-class classifier 
is applied to m  simpler multi-class datasets.  
Recall that the total number of possible labelsets for a multi-label dataset with K  labels is upper 
bounded by ( )min ,2 .KN  Therefore, for the m  smaller multi-label datasets, , 1,..., ,jD j m=  this 
upper-bound is given by ( )min ,2 ,kN  where .k K  Suppose the complexity of the multi-class 
classification algorithm used in RA k EL is given by ( )( ), , ,O g G N A  where G  denotes the 
number of classes, N  denotes the number of observations and A  the predictive attributes. The 
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complexity of RA k EL is then given by ( )( )( )min ,2 , , .kO m g N N A  This complexity is linear 
with respect to the number of label powerset classifiers, ,m  and grows exponentially with respect 
to .k  Depending on the multi-class classification algorithm used, the m  classification tasks can 
potentially be less computationally intensive than applying the label powerset procedure to the 
full multi-label dataset, containing K  labels. 
RA k EL
o
 normally achieves higher predictive performance than RA k EL .d  This might have been 
expected. The overlapping labels of RA k EL
o
 is advantageous. The m  classifiers are trained on 
different output spaces giving a diverse view for the classification of an unseen observation. Now, 
because some labels overlap, a voting procedure is required to produce a final classification. The 
voting procedure increases the possibility of an incorrect classification being outvoted.  
RA k EL
o
 also fairs well when compared to other multi-label learning methods, not only the label 
powerset method. As always, no method outperforms all the others for every dataset. The 
empirical study of Tsoumakas et al. (2011) shows RA k EL
d
 outperforming RA k EL
o
 for a special 
dataset containing a small number of distinct label combinations, despite its large number of 
labels. The label powerset method also outperforms RA k EL
d
 for a benchmark dataset with a 
small number of labels. 
3.7.3 Parameters 
We have two parameters for RA k EL ,o  namely the number of classifiers, ,m  and the size of the 
labelsets, .k  For  RA k EL ,d  m  is given by ,
K
k    and we therefore have one parameter, ,k  in 
this case. 
One of the possible reasons that RA k EL has better predictive performance than the label 
powerset method is that RA k EL transforms the multi-label data into smaller multi-label datasets, 
containing only k  labels each. We might therefore prefer the value of k  to be appropriately small 
when RA k EL is implemented. The empirical study of Tsoumakas et al. (2011) shows that  
RA k EL
d
 generally performs well for small values of .k  Unfortunately, a smaller value of k  means 
that the corresponding labelsets are smaller so that we potentially take less correlations into 
consideration. This could be why a small value of k  does not always guarantee better results. In 
general, however, a value of k  close to the value of ,K  performs worse. It is recommended to 
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set k  to a small value, especially in scenarios where the relevant multi-label dataset has a large 
number of labels. 
As mentioned, the overlapping labels of RA k EL
o
 is advantageous, because it increases the 
possibility that the voting procedure will eliminate some misclassifications. The expected number 
of predictions per label is given by .
k m
K  Since K  is fixed, this value is influenced by parameter-
values m  and .k  The empirical study of Tsoumakas et al. (2011) compares the percentage of 
improvement RA k EL
o
 has over the label powerset method for increasing values of .k  With a 
fixed value of ,m  varying k  over a series of small values ( 2  to 10 ), increases the percentage 
improvement. For fixed K  and ,m  a larger value of k  results in a larger value of .
k m
K  We therefore 
have more votes for each label and more votes can lead to better classifications. We may 
therefore conclude that a larger expected number of predictions per label, ,
k m
K  causes better 
predictive accuracy. If we require a large value for ,
k m
K  increasing the values of m  or k  can 
achieve this. However, since the complexity of RA k EL grows exponentially with respect to ,k  but 
only linearly with respect to ,m  we choose to increase the value of m  instead of the value of .k  
Now m  should be chosen appropriately large to compensate for a small value of .k  We would 
furthermore like to set m  to a large value in order to prevent any labels from being unrepresented 
in ,jR  1,..., .j m=  For all datasets, however, the value of m  can be increased up to a certain 
value, after which an additional increase causes little improvement in performance. In most cases 
K  is a good approximation of this number. Tsoumakas et al. (2011) suggests using a small value 
for k  such as 3k =  and a value that is between K  and 2K  for .m   
In the next chapter a new ensemble method of multi-label classification is introduced. We also 
aim to compare the newly proposed method to the existing learning methods given in this chapter. 
Comparisons are drawn in terms of the fitting and classification procedures as well as predictive 
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CHAPTER 4: NEW APPROACH 
 
4.1    INTRODUCTION 
In this chapter a new ensemble method of multi-label classification is introduced. The method 
aims to split the training data in a label-dependent way whilst incorporating label correlation. A 
decision tree is used as splitting tool. For this reason, we will refer to this method as label 
dependent splitting (LDsplit) with trees. 
4.2    LDSPLIT WITH TREES  
Suppose a multi-label classification training dataset, 1{( , ), ,2,..., },i i i N=x y  is given, containing 
N p - component observations and a total of K  labels. The collection of K  labels, 1 2, ,..., KY Y Y , 
is denoted by .L  Denote by 
PL  the set of all permutations of the K  labels, 1 2, ,..., .KY Y Y  The size 
of 
PL  is thus K    LDsplit with trees is implemented as follows. 
We start by sampling without replacement M  unique permutations from .
PL  Denote each unique 
permutation by ,jP  where 1,2,..., .j M=  If M K=    all the permutations in 
PL  are selected. 
Each permutation, , 1,..., ,jP j M=  has K  entries, denoted by , , 1,..., ,j sP s K=  and each of these 
entries correspond to one of the K  labels in the training data. For example, say 3M =  and 
4,K =  then we could have    1 3 2 4 1 2 4 3 1 2,P Y Y Y Y P Y Y Y Y= =  and   3 1 4 2 3 .P Y Y Y Y=  In this 
case 1 ,1 3 1 ,2 2 1 ,3 4, ,P Y P Y P Y= = =  and 1,4 1 .P Y=  For each of the M  permutations a tree-structure, 
, 1,..., ,jT j M=  is constructed as follows. 
4.2.1 Fitting a tree-structure 
In order to construct one tree-structure, ,jT  for a given permutation, ,jP  we proceed as follows. 
Consider all N  training observations, 1{( ), ,2,..., },i i N=x  along with the label indicator variable 
which corresponds to the first entry of ,jP  i.e. the N  response entries of label ,1 .jP  Since this 
data, 1{( , ), ,2,..., },i iy i N=x  are now in the form of a binary classification problem, a simple 
binary classifier, such as a tree, can easily be fit to the data. We fit a stump to this data, i.e. a tree 
containing only one split point. This means that an optimal splitting variable and its corresponding 
optimal splitting value are identified. The identified variable and split point minimize some 
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measure of node impurity, for example misclassification error. Observations for which the 
corresponding variable value is less than the splitting value move down the first (left) branch of 
the tree and observations for which the corresponding variable value is larger than or equal to the 
splitting value move down the second (right) branch of the tree. The N  observations are thus 
split into two disjoint groups, called nodes. Suppose the root node of the tree, where all the 
observations are present, is numbered as the first node of the tree and therefore referred to as 
Node 1. We number the node containing the observations for which the splitting variable values 
are smaller than the splitting value as the second node, and refer to it as Node 2. Similarly, the 
node containing the observations for which the splitting variable values are larger than or equal 
to the splitting value is referred to as Node 3. Figure 4.1 demonstrates how fitting a stump to this 




Figure 4.1: Representation of a stump fit to binary classification data 
 
In Figure 4.1 we consider all N  observations along with label ,1 .jP  A stump is fit to the binary 
classification data so that the N  observations are split into two new nodes. We will refer to this 
initial splitting of the observations that results in the formation of Node 2 and Node 3 as “Level 1”. 
Now consider all the observations in Node 2 along with the label indicator variable which 










values larger than or 
equal to splitting value 
Node 1 
Node 2 Node 3 
Level 1 
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containing all the observations in Node 2 and their corresponding response entries for label 
,2 .jP  
Since this is once again a simple binary classification problem, a stump can easily be fit to this 
binary classification dataset. After fitting a stump, the observations in Node 2 are split into two 
new nodes. The node containing the observations for which the splitting variable values are 
smaller than the splitting value is named “Node 4” and the node containing the observations for 
which the splitting variable values are larger than or equal to the splitting value is named “Node 
5”. 
We can follow a similar process for the observations in Node 3. Consider all the observations in 
Node 3 and construct a binary classification dataset containing these observations and their 
corresponding response entries for label ,2 .jP  Fit a stump to this binary classification dataset to 
form two new nodes. The node containing the observations for which the splitting variable values 
are smaller than the splitting value is named “Node 6” and the node containing the observations 
for which the splitting variable values are larger than or equal to the splitting value is named “Node 
7”. Figure 4.2 illustrates how Node 2 and Node 3 are each split into two new nodes by fitting 












Figure 4.2: Representation of tree-structure with two levels 
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In Figure 4.2, after Level 1 has been formed, we consider all the observations in Node 2 along 
with label 
,2 .jP  A stump is fit to the binary classification data so that the observations are split into 
two new nodes, Node 4 and Node 5. Similarly, we consider all the observations in Node 3 along 
with label ,2jP  and once again fit a stump to the binary classification data, forming Node 6 and 
Node 7. In other words, all the nodes that are formed in Level 1 are each considered individually 
along with the label 
,2jP  so that each of these nodes is split into two new nodes by means of a 
stump. We will refer to this second series of splitting that results in the formation of Node 4, Node 
5, Node 6 and Node 7 as “Level 2”. 
Continuing in this way means that all the nodes that are formed in Level 2 are each considered 
individually along with the label ,3jP  so that each of these nodes is again split into two new nodes 
by means of a stump. This third series of splitting is referred to as “Level 3” and will result in the 
formation of Node 8 to Node 15. Splitting continues until Level K  is reached. In other words, the 
process will continue until all the nodes that are formed in Level 1K −  is each considered 
individually along with the label ,j KP  so that each of these nodes is again split into two new nodes 
by means of a stump. Once level K  has been reached, we have constructed the corresponding 
tree-structure, ,jT  for a given permutation, .jP  
4.2.2 Issues regarding the tree-structure 
Since a permutation contains K  entries, a complete tree-structure consists of a total of K  levels. 
Each level has a corresponding set of nodes and each of these nodes have a specific number. 
Table 4.1 summarizes the total number of nodes at each level as well as the specific numbers of 
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Table 4.1: Summary of tree-structure levels 
Level Nodes present  Total number of nodes 
Root / Level 0   1, i.e. root node  01 2=   
Level 1  2 , 3  12  
Level 2  4 , 5 , 6 , 7  22  
Level 3  8 , 9 , 10 , ... , 15  32  
   
Level k  12 , 2 1 , ... , 2 1k k k++ −  2k  
   
Level K  
12 , 2 1 , ... , 2 1K K K++ −  2K  
 
In general, at Level ,k  the nodes numbered 
12 , 2 1 , ... , 2 1k k k++ −  are present, resulting in a 
total of 2
k
 nodes at this level. A complete tree-structure, consisting of K  levels, therefore has a 
total of 
12 1K + −  nodes. The nodes at Level K  form terminal nodes since no further splitting occurs 
at this level. This means that in general a total of 2 1
K −  splits are made for a complete tree-
structure containing K  levels.  
A complete K − level tree-structure has 2 1
K −  splits; however, we may frequently have the 
following situation in which the total number of splits will be less than 2 1.K −  While constructing 
a tree-structure for a given permutation, jP , it may happen that some splits results in a very small 
number of observations to be present in one or both of the resulting nodes. If this happens, it may 
be inappropriate to fit a stump to a node such as this, which contains only a few or even no 
observations. If the splitting variable and splitting value are determined by using only a few 
observations, the split may not be very informative or appropriate. For this reason, a minimum 
node-size, say 5 , should be identified before the M  tree-structures are fit. When constructing a 
tree-structure, before a stump is fit to a node at any of the levels, it should first be determined how 
many observations are present in the relevant node. Only when the number of observations in 
the node exceeds the pre-determined minimum node-size, will a stump be fit to the node. If a 
stump is not fit to the observations in the node, this node becomes a terminal node. To avoid 
confusion, even if a node becomes a terminal node at one of the levels preceding Level ,K  the 
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numbering of the nodes will not change. Nodes that would have sprouted from a node that has 
now become a terminal node, keep their numbers and are simply regarded as being empty. 
However, the total number of splits for the tree-structure will be less than 2 1
K −  in this case. 
 
 
Figure 4.3: Tree-structure with four levels 
 
For example, say the multi-label classification data consists of 4K =  labels. A four-level tree-
structure for a given permutation jP  may resemble Figure 4.3. A four-level tree-structure in 
general has 4 12 1 31+ − =  nodes, assuming that splitting continuous along every branch. However, 
in the case of Figure 4.3, a stump was not fit to the observations in Node 6, Node 8 or Node 10. 
In other words, the number of observations in these nodes did not exceed the minimum node-
size. Node 6, Node 8 and Node 10 therefore form terminal nodes along with Node 18, Node 19, 
Node 22, Node 23, Node 28, Node 29, Node 30 and Node 31. Considering Level 3, if Node 6 had 
not been a terminal node, Node 12 and Node 13 would have sprouted from Node 6. To prevent 
confusion, we do not name the two nodes that sprout from Node 7 as Node 12 and Node 13. 
Instead, we allow Node 12 and Node 13 to keep their numbering and consider them as empty or 
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The following algorithm summarizes fitting M  tree-structures , 1,..., ,jT j M=  using LDsplit with 
trees. 
LDsplit with trees algorithm 
1) Sample M  times without replacement from ,
PL  producing , 1,..., .jP j M=  
2) For 1,..., :j M=   
a) Fit a stump to all observations , 1,..., ,i i N=x  and label ,1jP  to produce Level 1 
consisting of Node 2 and Node 3. 
b) For 2,..., :k K=   
Producing level k : Consider each node, ,n where n =node number 12 , ... ,k−
node number 2 1.k −   
• When the number of observations in n  minimum node size   fit 
stump to observations in node n  along with their corresponding 
response entries for label , .j kP  
• When the number of observations in n  minimum node size   no 
stump is fit to node n  and node n  does not split. This node then 
becomes a terminal node. 
 
4.3    CLASSIFICATION 
Suppose a set of unseen observations, 1{( ), ,2,..., },i newi N=x  is available and we aim to use the 
M  tree-structures, , 1,..., ,jT j M=  to find a classification for each of the K  labels. Recall that 
each level of each tree-structure, ,jT  is formed by fitting several simple binary classification 
stumps. Therefore, it should come as no surprise that the classification procedure of a tree-
structure, ,jT  resembles the classification procedure of a binary classification tree. 
In the case of a binary classification tree, the training observations in each terminal node of the 
classification tree are considered in order to identify the most commonly occurring class in the 
node. The majority class of each terminal node is assigned to the node. If a set of new 
observations is dropped into the root node of the tree, all the observations filter down the tree until 
each reaches a terminal node. Each observation is classified to the majority class that was 
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identified for the node in which it landed. This works well because in binary classification there 
are two disjoint classes. For the multi-label classification case, this principle will be adapted so 
that for a given tree-structure, ,jT  the classification of the set of unseen observations, 
1{( ), ,2,..., },i newi N=x  is made as follows. 
4.3.1 Classification by means of a tree-structure 
The first level of jT  consists of Node 2 and Node 3. Consider the training observations present in 
each of these nodes along with their response entries for label 
,1.jP  Determine whether the 
majority of the training observations in Node 2 have label ,1jP  present, i.e. have a response of 1  
for label ,1.jP  If this is true, Node 2 is assigned a 1  for label ,1,jP  else Node 2 is assigned a 0  for 
label ,1.jP  If the majority of the observations in Node 3 have label ,1jP  present, Node 3 is assigned 
a 1 for label ,1.jP  If this is not the case, Node 3 is assigned a 0  for label ,1.jP  The same is done 
for the second level of .jT  Training observations in Nodes 4, 5, 6 and 7 are considered along with 
their response entries for label ,2.jP  For each node a 1  or a 0  is assigned depending on whether 
the majority of training observations for that node have label ,2jP  present or not. In general, for 
Level k , where 1,..., ,k K=  each existing node on Level k  is assigned a 1  or a 0  for label ,j kP  
in this manner. A 1  or a 0  can therefore be assigned to every existing/non-empty node of the 
tree-structure, .jT   
Assume the appropriate assignments have been made to each existing/non-empty node in .jT  
The set of unseen observations is now dropped into the root node of jT  and the observations 
filter down the tree-structure by following the splitting rules of jT  until each observation reaches 
some terminal node. Since each level of jT  is constructed using a different label, considering only 
the terminal nodes of jT  in order to make a classification for an unseen observation would be 
inappropriate. In the case of ,jT  a terminal node provides a classification for only one of the K  
labels. In order to provide a classification regarding each of the K  labels, it should be noted which 
node an unseen observation moves through at each of the levels of jT  before it reaches the 
relevant terminal node. The node that the observation moves through at Level k  provides the 
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classification of that observation for label 
, ,j kP  where 1,..., .k K=  In general, if the unseen 
observation moves through a node at Level k  that was assigned a 1,  the observation is classified 
to have label 
,j kP  present. If the unseen observation moves through a node at Level k  that was 
assigned a 0,  we conclude that the observation does not have label ,j kP  present.  
When the terminal node in which the unseen observation ends up in, is at Level ,K  the relevant 
observation moves through each of the K  levels of the tree-structure, .jT  By doing so, the 
observation collects a corresponding classification for each of the K  labels, , , 1,..., .j kP k K=  It 
may however happen that the terminal node in which the unseen observation ends up in is not on 
Level ,K  but on Level t  where .t K  In this case the relevant observation only collects a 
corresponding classification for labels ,1 ,2 ,, ,..., .j j j tP P P  We still require a classification regarding 
labels , 1 ,,..., ,j t j KP P+  for such an observation. Therefore, if one or more terminal nodes occur at 
any of the levels preceding Level ,K  the following additional step is required in order for a tree-
structure, ,jT  to classify a set of unseen observations. 
When a terminal node occurs on a level preceding Level K , say Level ,t  we consider all the 
training observations in this terminal node, along with their response entries for the labels 
, 1 ,,..., .j t j KP P+  Take label , 1j tP +  for example. If the majority of the training observations in the 
terminal node has label , 1j tP +  present, unseen observations that end up in this terminal node are 
assigned a 1  for label , 1,j tP +  else they are assigned a 0  for label , 1.j tP +  The same procedure is 
used for labels , 2 ,,..., .j t j KP P+  We therefore determine the majority class of the training 
observations in the terminal node for each of the labels , 1 ,,..., .j t j KP P+  Unseen observations that 
end up in this terminal node at Level t  collect classifications for labels ,1 ,2 ,, ,...,j j j tP P P  by moving 
through nodes at Level 1 to Level .t  The classification for the remaining labels, , 1 ,,..., ,j t j KP P+  is 
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4.3.2 Obtaining a final classification 
For each tree-structure, , 1,..., ,jT j M=  we obtain a classification for each unseen observation 
in the set 1{( ), ,2,..., },i newi N=x  for each of the K  labels. The results can be summarized in M   
newN K  matrices. The rows of each matrix correspond to the newly classified observations and 
the columns correspond to the K  labels, 1,..., .KY Y  Since tree-structure jT  is constructed using 
permutation 
jP  and label ,1jP  may not equal label 1,Y  we should take care that the classifications 
are placed in the matrices in such a way that the entry of the ths  row and the tht  column of the 
thj  matrix corresponds to the classification of observation sx  for label tY  using the 
thj  tree-
structure. 
Each of the observations in 1{( ), ,2,..., },i newi N=x  now have M  classifications for each of the 
K  labels. In order to produce a final classification for a given observation and label, a majority 
vote is taken over the M  classifications. Let ( )ˆ ,j iT kx  be the class prediction of observation ix  
for label 
kY  given by the 
thj  tree-structure. Then the final classification for observation ix  for label 






majority vote T k
=
x    
4.3.3 Using posterior probabilities 
Instead of using class predictions 1  and 0  when finding the classifications of a tree-structure ,jT  
we might prefer to use posterior probabilities. In this case, for tree-structure ,jT  each existing 
node at Level k  is assigned the posterior probability of label , ,j kP  where 1,..., ,k K=  by 
considering the training observations in that node. When a terminal node occurs at a level 
preceding level ,K  say Level ,t  the posterior probabilities of the training observations in the 
terminal node are found for the labels , 1 ,,..., .j t j KP P+  Unseen observations that end up in a terminal 
node at Level k  collect posterior probabilities for labels ,1 ,2 ,, ,...,j j j kP P P  by moving through nodes 
at Level 1 to Level .k  If ,k K  the posterior probabilities of the remaining labels, , 1 ,,..., ,j k j KP P+  
are given by the posterior probabilities of the training observations in the terminal node. Doing 
this for all the tree-structures, , 1,..., ,jT j M=  means that an unseen observation now has M  
posterior probabilities for each of the K  labels. In this case let ( )ˆ ,j iT kx  be the posterior 
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probability of label 
kY  for observation ix  given by the 
thj  tree-structure. Then in order to find the 
classification of observation 








 x  and conclude that the 
label is present for observation 
ix  if this quantity exceeds some predefined threshold. This 
classification procedure that makes use of posterior probabilities is a softer way of establishing 
classifications of unseen observations, as opposed to the 1/ 0  approach. 
4.4    ADAPTATION 
When the multi-label classification dataset consists of a total of K  labels, each tree-structure,  
, 1,..., ,jT j M=  consists of a total of K  levels. Some multi-label classification datasets, however, 
consist of a large number of labels. This means that each tree-structure would consist of this 
equally large number of levels. Recall that a stump is fit to a node only if the number of 
observations in the node exceeds the minimum node-size. If the number of labels of the multi-
label dataset is large and the total number of observations in the dataset is not large enough, we 
might find that the last levels of the tree-structures constructed from the dataset, are all empty. In 
this case, all the terminal nodes of the tree-structures occur at levels preceding Level .K  It may 
even be that the terminal nodes all occur at levels that are significantly far from Level ,K  so that 
many levels of the tree-structures are empty. Simply using the training observations in the terminal 
nodes to make majority votes for the large number of labels that correspond to the empty levels, 
seems inappropriate. Instead we may use the following strategy. 
4.4.1 LDsplit with trees while m K   
In order to fit M  tree-structures, , 1,..., ,jT j M=  we no longer sample M  times without 
replacement from ,PL  and use the M  permutations, , 1,..., ,jP j M=  to find the corresponding 
K − level tree-structures. Instead, we introduce a new parameter, ,m  where m K  and we write 
mL  for the set of all m−permutations of the elements in .L  In order to fit M  tree-structures, 
, 1,..., ,jT j M=  we sample M  times without replacement from ,
mL  producing M  permutations, 
, 1,..., .jP j M=  Now these M  permutations are used to fit the corresponding M  m− level tree-
structures as before.  
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When implementing this strategy, the following algorithm may be used to fit M  tree-structures, 
, 1,..., .jT j M=  Note that if m K=  we fit LDsplit with trees as introduced in Section 4.2. 
Algorithm for LDsplit with trees when m K   
1) Specify .m K   
2) Sample M  times without replacement from ,
mL  producing , 1,..., .jP j M=  
3) For 1,..., :j M=   
a) Fit a stump to all observations , 1,..., ,i i N=x  and label ,1jP  to produce Level 1 
consisting of Node 2 and Node 3. 
b) For 2,..., :k m=   
Producing level k : Consider each node, ,n where n =node number 12 , ... ,k−
node number 2 1.k −   
• When the number of observations in n  minimum node size   fit 
stump to observations in node n  along with their corresponding 
response entries for label , .j kP  
• When the number of observations in n  minimum node size   no 
stump is fit to node n  and node n  does not split. This node then 
becomes a terminal node.  
 
By specifying ,m K  each tree-structure consists of a smaller number of levels than the 
maximum, .K  In this case, the data are split into a maximum of 12 1m+ −  nodes per tree-structure. 
Choosing m  small enough would mean that the resulting terminal nodes of tree-structures occur 
near or at Level .m  Since tree-structures are smaller and we no longer use all K  labels when 
constructing each tree-structure, intuitively we might prefer M  larger than in the case where 
.m K=  The empirical study, given in Section 4.5, investigates this and other issues regarding the 
values of m  and ,M  as well as the relationship between the two values.  
Note however that when ,m K  M  can be chosen too small if K  is large. For example, say 
3m =  and 28.K =  In this case we cannot for example set 7,M =  because this would mean that 
we use a maximum of 21 different labels when constructing the 7M =  tree-structures, even 
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though we have a total of 28K =  different labels. With M  too small, some labels are excluded 
entirely in the fitting process. In this case we would be unable to provide unseen observations 
with a classification regarding these excluded labels. However, even if M  is specified large 
enough so that all the labels are used in the fitting process, we might furthermore prefer a label 
to be used to construct several tree-structures, not simply one. Intuitively it might be sensible to 
set M  significantly larger than its minimum value. 
4.4.2 Classification 
Once M  tree-structures are formed applying the adapted algorithm, these tree-structures can be 
used to classify a set of unseen observations, 1{( ), ,2,..., }.i newi N=x  We proceed as in Section 
4.3. For each tree-structure, ,jT  each existing node at Level r  is assigned the majority class or 
posterior probability of label , ,j rP  where 1,..., ,r m=  considering the training observations in the 
node. Unseen observations that end up in a terminal node at Level ,r  collect 
classifications/posterior probabilities for labels ,1 ,2 ,, ,...,j j j rP P P  by moving through nodes at Level 
1 to Level .r  If ,r m  the classifications/posterior probabilities of the remaining labels, 
, 1 ,,..., ,j r j mP P+  are given by the majority votes/posterior probabilities of the training observations 
in the terminal node. However, if this is done for tree-structures , 1,..., ,jT j M=  each unseen 
observation no longer necessarily has M  classifications/posterior probabilities for each of the K  
labels, since each tree-structure does not necessarily contain a classification for all K  labels. 
Therefore, when using posterior probabilities, denote by ,k iR  the collection of tree-structures that 
produce a posterior probability for label 
kY  for observation .ix  Also let ( )ˆ ,j iT kx  be the posterior 
probability of label 
kY  for observation ix  given by the 
thj  tree-structure. Then in order to find the 
classification of observation 








 x  and conclude that 
the label is present for observation 
ix  if this quantity exceeds some predefined threshold. Here 
,k iR  denotes the number of tree-structures that produce a posterior probability for label kY  for 
observation .ix   
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4.5    EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF LDSPLIT WITH TREES 
In this section LDsplit with trees with m K  is fit to three of the benchmark datasets given in 
Table 2.1, namely Emotions, Flags and Yeast. From Table 2.1 we see that these datasets vary in 
size in terms of numbers of observations, predictors and labels, as well as label cardinality. The 
datasets come from three domains: music, image and biology. The benchmark datasets are 
obtained using the R package mldr.datasets. This package is discussed in Chapter 5. The 
datasets are divided into train and test parts, with the training sets comprising approximately two 
thirds of the complete datasets and the remaining thirds acting as test datasets. Hamming-loss, 
precision, recall and the F-score are used as evaluation measures of predictive performance. The 
performance of LDsplit with trees on these benchmark datasets is compared to the performance 
of six existing multi-label learning methods, namely binary relevance, label powerset, classifier 
chains, ensembles of classifier chains, RA k EL
d
 and RA k EL .o    
In this empirical study we are particularly interested in investigating the level of performance of 
LDsplit with trees compared to that of existing methods. Does LDsplit with trees produce 
promising results, possibly allowing it to be a useful and competitive learning method in future 
analyses? We are furthermore interested in examining the role of the parameters m  and ,M  
while the minimum node size is fixed throughout the empirical study as 5.  When m  is small, each 
tree-structure consists of a few levels only. Should M  be chosen particularly large in cases like 
this to compensate for the smaller tree-structure size? Everything else kept fixed, computational 
cost increases when the value of M  increases. Does an increase in M  produce a significant 
increase in performance? Can M  be chosen too large, allowing us to overfit? For larger values 
of ,m  more labels are used to construct each tree-structure, arguably fitting larger tree-structures 
taking more label correlation into account. However, more levels per tree-structure may lead to 
several terminal nodes occurring on levels preceding Level ,m  as a result of the specified 
minimum node size. We would therefore also like to investigate whether overfitting is a concern 
for large values of .m  
Our empirical study is carried out in R. Functions in the R package utiml are used to fit the six 
existing multi-label learning methods and to classify test observations using these fitted functions. 
The utiml package is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5. The base classifier used for all six of 
the existing multi-label learning methods is decision trees. Package rpart is loaded in R along with 
package utiml in order to do so. A decision tree is the chosen base classifier to allow for a fair 
comparison to LDsplit with trees. Since LDsplit with trees is a new multi-label ensemble method, 
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no R functions exist to fit LDsplit with trees or to classify unseen observations in the specified 
way. Specific R functions are written for this purpose. Figure 4.4 provides a summary of all the 
functions written to fit LDsplit with trees and to classify unseen observations. The full R functions 
are provided in Appendix A.1. Furthermore, posterior probabilities are used in the classification 
process of LDsplit with trees. When the posterior probability of a label is larger than or equal to 
0.5,  the label is regarded as being present. This threshold is applied to all the learning methods 
and all the labels for each of the three datasets. In all cases the evaluation measures are 





Figure 4.4: Summary of functions used for LDsplit with trees 
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4.5.1 Experimental design 
The Emotions dataset consists of 593N =  observations, 72p =  predictors and 6K =  labels. 
We use 400  observations as training data and 193  observations as test data. The Flags dataset 
consists of 194N =  observations, 19p =  predictors and 7K =  labels. The Flags dataset is the 
smallest dataset used in our empirical study. We use 130  observations as training data and 94  
observations as test data. Finally, the Yeast dataset consists of 2417N =  observations, 103p =  
predictors and 14K =  labels. Consequently, the Yeast dataset is the largest dataset used in our 
empirical study. We use 1611 observations as training data and 806  observations as test data.  
The six existing multi-label learning methods are fit to the respective training datasets and the 
resulting functions are used to classify the test data observations.  
When fitting classifier chains on the Emotions data the order of the labels is “amazed-surprised”, 
followed by “happy-pleased”, “relaxing-calm”, “quiet-still”, “sad-lonely” and lastly “angry-
aggressive”. For the Flags data, the order of the labels is “red”, followed by “green”, “blue”, 
“yellow”, “white”, “black” and lastly “orange”. We use the 1-14 ordering of the classes, as given, 
for the Yeast data.  
For all three benchmark datasets the ensemble of classifier chains model is based on 10  random 
orderings of the labels and the percentage of training observations used for each classifier is 
75%.  The percentage of predictors used for each classifier is 100%  to allow for a fair comparison 
to LDsplit with trees.  
For the Emotions data, RA k EL
d
 is fit with 3k =  and RA k EL
o
 with 3k =  and 2 .m K=  For both 
the Flags data and the Yeast data we fit RA k EL
d
 with 4k =  and RA k EL
o
 with 4k =  and 
2 .m K=  These parameters are chosen based on the guidelines given in Tsoumakas et al. (2011). 
In order to examine the parameters m  and M  of LDsplit with trees, we proceed as follows. For 
the Emotions data we vary m  between 2m =  and 6.m =  By doing so we fit tree-structures having 
a few levels only and we are also able to examine the consequences of allowing tree-structures 
to reach their maximum number of levels, in this case, 6.m K= =  For the Flags data we vary m  
between 2m =  and 7.m =  We therefore again fit tree-structures with a few levels and allow tree-
structures to reach their maximum number of levels, in this case, 7,m K= =  as well. We 
investigate what the effect of a large M − value is for each of the specified m−values, with the 
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results summarised in Table 4.2 for the Emotions data and in Table 4.5 for the Flags data. To see 
if a large value of M  in fact leads to a significant increase in performance, we also allow the value 
of M  to be smaller, varying M  between K  and 2 .K  This is summarised in Table 4.3 for the 
Emotions data and in Table 4.6 for the Flags data.  
For the Yeast data we vary m  between 2m =  and 7m =  while 2 .K M K   These results are 
summarised in Table 4.8. Since the Yeast data is the largest dataset used in our empirical study 
and consists of the largest number of labels, we do not set M  larger than 2 28.K =  We therefore 
summarize the results of all the LDsplit models of the Yeast data in one table. 
For each of the three benchmark datasets, we also construct an additional table that allows for 
easy comparison between the best performing LDsplit models and the existing multi-label learning 
methods. For each benchmark dataset we identify the best performing LDsplit models for each of 
the m−values regarding the varying M − values. In the respective tables the results of these 
models are summarised along with those for the existing multi-label learning methods. For each 
table we highlight, in yellow, the lowest Hamming loss and highest F-score produced by an LDsplit 
model. We also highlight, in green, the lowest Hamming loss and highest F-score produced when 
only comparing the six existing multi-label learning methods. For the Emotions data this is given 
in Table 4.4, for the Flags data this is given in Table 4.7 and for the Yeast data this is given in 
Table 4.9. 














The Emotions data produce the following results. 
 






Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 14m M= =  0.2556131 0.6027634 0.4887737 0.539816553 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 20m M= =  0.2590674 0.5863558 0.5008636 0.540248411 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 30m M= =  0.2564767 0.5958549 0.4991364 0.543224169 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 20m M= =  0.2461140 0.6234888 0.5164076 0.564918627 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 40m M= =  0.2512953 0.5975820 0.4974093 0.542913618 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 80m M= =  0.2573402 0.5872193 0.4905009 0.534520175 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 120m M= =  0.2564767 0.5924007 0.4827288 0.53197104 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 60m M= =  0.2607945 0.5898100 0.4611399 0.517598269 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 120m M= =  0.2538860 0.5949914 0.4844560 0.534064288 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 240m M= =  0.2538860 0.6001727 0.4879102 0.538250132 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 360m M= =  0.2530225 0.6027634 0.4905009 0.540868279 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 120m M= =  0.2607945 0.5872193 0.4568221 0.513877618 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 240m M= =  0.2573402 0.5949914 0.4637306 0.521224115 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 360m M= =  0.2530225 0.6079447 0.4706390 0.530552215 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 400m M= =  0.2556131 0.5975820 0.4671848 0.524398821 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 700m M= =  0.2530225 0.6027634 0.4715026 0.529113851 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 120m M= =  0.2633851 0.6001727 0.4335060 0.503402975 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 200m M= =  0.2625216 0.5924007 0.4369603 0.50294423 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 360m M= =  0.2677029 0.5872193 0.4291883 0.495918474 
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Table 4.3: Emotions data, LDsplit models with 2K M K    
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 6m M= =  0.2512953 0.5975820 0.5086356 0.549532893 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 9m M= =  0.2616580 0.5777202 0.4965458 0.534066123 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 12m M= =  0.2573402 0.5854922 0.4930915 0.535333933 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 6m M= =  0.2651123 0.5751295 0.4879102 0.527941806 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 9m M= =  0.2625216 0.5811744 0.4913644 0.532509239 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 12m M= =  0.2625216 0.5690846 0.4887737 0.525880613 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 6m M= =  0.2711572 0.5742660 0.4585492 0.509925135 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 9m M= =  0.2521589 0.5932642 0.5077720 0.547198992 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 12m M= =  0.2530225 0.5993092 0.4775475 0.531544467 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 6m M= =  0.2564767 0.6018998 0.4861831 0.537888263 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 9m M= =  0.2556131 0.6044905 0.4853195 0.53838931 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 12m M= =  0.2659758 0.5958549 0.4386874 0.505332719 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 6m M= =  0.2659758 0.6001727 0.4801382 0.533486869 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 9m M= =  0.29965458 0.55872193 0.36096718 0.438583598 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 12m M= =  0.2633851 0.5820380 0.4481865 0.506416949 
 
Examining Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 leads to the following conclusions. For 3,m =  larger M −
values, such as those given in Table 4.2, produce lower Hamming loss values and larger F-scores 
than when 3m =  in Table 4.3. The difference in F-scores may not be significant, but Hamming 
loss values in Table 4.2 are lower than those in Table 4.3 by a value of approximately 0.1.  For 
4,m =  however, allowing M  to become larger than 6  does not lead to much improvement in 
performance. In Table 4.3, for 4,m =  M − values that are larger than 6  produce very similar 
results to those given in Table 4.2, even though the M − values are much larger in Table 4.2. For 
4,m =  it therefore appears that performance stabilizes after 6,M   with no significant 
improvement in performance for larger .M  A similar conclusion can be made for 5m =  and 
6.m =  Furthermore, it appears that allowing m  to be its maximum value, 6,m =  produces weak 
results compared to those cases where .m K  In fact, 6m =  produces the weakest results of all 
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m−values. In both Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 the Hamming loss values are the largest and the F-
scores are the lowest for 6.m =   
 
Table 4.4: Emotions data model summary 
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 6m M= =  0.2512953 0.5975820 0.5086356 0.549532893 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 20m M= =  0.2461140 0.6234888 0.5164076 0.564918627 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 9m M= =  0.2521589 0.5932642 0.5077720 0.547198992 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 9m M= =  0.2556131 0.6044905 0.4853195 0.53838931 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 200m M= =  0.2625216 0.5924007 0.4369603 0.50294423 
Binary relevance 0.2720207 0.5660622 0.5587219 0.562368099 
Label powerset 0.3031088 0.4689119 0.3963731 0.429601954 
Classifier chains  0.2849741 0.5457686 0.5656304 0.555522025 
Ensembles of classifier chains (10) 0.2236615 0.6278066 0.6571675 0.64215161 
RA k EL
d
  3k =  0.2538860 0.5639033 0.5932642 0.578211262 
RA k EL
o
  3 , 12k m= =  0.2305699 0.6373057 0.6295337 0.63339586 
 
 
Table 4.4 reveals that amongst the LDsplit with trees models fit in this analysis, the best 
performing model is the model having 3m =  with 20.M =  It appears that models having lower 
M − values perform better in general, since 20M =  is also not a very large M − value. 
Considering all LDsplit with trees models having 6,m =  the model with 200M =  is regarded as 
the best performing model. However, this model does not significantly outperform other models 
with 6m =  and, compared to models having ,m K  also has the weakest performance.  
The best performing LDsplit with trees model, having parameters 3m =  and 20,M =  seems to 
outperform all the problem transformation methods fit in the analysis, namely binary relevance, 
label powerset and classifier chains. The model has a lower Hamming loss and higher F-score 
than all three of the problem transformation models. Compared to other ensemble methods, the 
best performing LDsplit with trees model has a lower Hamming loss than RA k EL ;d  however  
RA k EL
d
 has a higher F-score. RA k EL
o
 and the ensemble of classifier chains model outperform 
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the best performing LDsplit with trees model. In this analysis it appears that the ensemble of 
classifier chains model performs best overall for the Emotions data. 
4.5.3 Flags 
The Flags data produce the following results. 
 
Table 4.5: Flags data, LDsplit models with large M   
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 20m M= =  0.2254464 0.7666667 0.7568824 0.761743132 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 28m M= =  0.2343750 0.7572917 0.7568824 0.757086995 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 42m M= =  0.2254464 0.7666667 0.7568824 0.761743132 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 70m M= =  0.2343750 0.7572917 0.7568824 0.757086995 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 140m M= =  0.2299107 0.7598958 0.7672991 0.763579506 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 210m M= =  0.2321429 0.7598958 0.7646949 0.762287797 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 180m M= =  0.2700893 0.7033854 0.8119420 0.753775255 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 280m M= =  0.2656250 0.7085938 0.7859003 0.745247613 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 560m M= =  0.2477679 0.7130208 0.8068824 0.757053389 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 840m M= =  0.2544643 0.7177083 0.7911086 0.752623076 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 180m M= =  0.2879464 0.6729167 0.8455357 0.74941446 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 280m M= =  0.3325893 0.6244792 0.8845982 0.732120402 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 560m M= =  0.3013393 0.6523438 0.8507440 0.738449974 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 840m M= =  0.2946429 0.6627604 0.8455357 0.743073696 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 180m M= =  0.3437500 0.6166667 0.8845982 0.726723515 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 280m M= =  0.3325893 0.6255208 0.8845982 0.732835722 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 560m M= =  0.3325893 0.6244792 0.8845982 0.732120402 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 180m M= =  0.3415179 0.6192708 0.8845982 0.728528662 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 280m M= =  0.3415179 0.6192708 0.8845982 0.728528662 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 560m M= =  0.3415179 0.6192708 0.8845982 0.728528662 
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Table 4.6: Flags data, LDsplit models with 2K M K    
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 7m M= =  0.2321429 0.7598958 0.7646949 0.762287797 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 10m M= =  0.2366071 0.7653646 0.7442336 0.754651207 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 14m M= =  0.2388393 0.7653646 0.7416295 0.753310137 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 7m M= =  0.2410714 0.7549479 0.7360491 0.745378726 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 10m M= =  0.2299107 0.7653646 0.7516741 0.758457575 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 14m M= =  0.2276786 0.7661458 0.7542783 0.760165735 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 7m M= =  0.2611607 0.7015625 0.8273065 0.759263503 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 10m M= =  0.2812500 0.6710938 0.8355283 0.744337763 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 14m M= =  0.2633929 0.6979167 0.8113095 0.750353325 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 7m M= =  0.3325893 0.6171875 0.8972470 0.731321999 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 10m M= =  0.2991071 0.6697917 0.8205357 0.737539955 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 14m M= =  0.3080357 0.6455729 0.8507440 0.734092185 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 7m M= =  0.2991071 0.6497396 0.8481399 0.735800282 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 10m M= =  0.2946429 0.6476563 0.6476563 0.6476563 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 14m M= =  0.3013393 0.6471354 0.8533482 0.736071795 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 7m M= =  0.3370536 0.6281250 0.8775670 0.732183968 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 10m M= =  0.3325893 0.6171875 0.8972470 0.731321999 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 14m M= =  0.3258929 0.6270833 0.8819940 0.733009115 
 
For 2m =  the results summarized in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 do not differ much, but it appears 
as if larger M − values lead to slightly better performance. However, performance seems to 
stabilize once 20,M   so that increasing M  beyond 20M =  seems unnecessary when 2.m =  
For 3,m =  performance seems to stabilize once 7.M   If 4,m   in both Table 4.5 and Table 
4.6, Hamming loss appears to increase quite rapidly and the F-score values seem to decline. It 
appears that setting 3m  leads to the best performing LDsplit models in this analysis. 
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Table 4.7: Flags data model summary 
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 7m M= =  0.2321429 0.7598958 0.7646949 0.762287797 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 20m M= =  0.2254464 0.7666667 0.7568824 0.761743132 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 14m M= =  0.2276786 0.7661458 0.7542783 0.760165735 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 140m M= =  0.2299107 0.7598958 0.7672991 0.763579506 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 7m M= =  0.2611607 0.7015625 0.8273065 0.759263503 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 560m M= =  0.2477679 0.7130208 0.8068824 0.757053389 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 10m M= =  0.2991071 0.6697917 0.8205357 0.737539955 
LDsplit with trees 5 , 180m M= =  0.2879464 0.6729167 0.8455357 0.74941446 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 7m M= =  0.2991071 0.6497396 0.8481399 0.735800282 
LDsplit with trees 6 , 280m M= =  0.3325893 0.6255208 0.8845982 0.732835722 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 10m M= =  0.3325893 0.6171875 0.8972470 0.731321999 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 180m M= =  0.3415179 0.6192708 0.8845982 0.728528662 
Binary relevance 0.2656250 0.7132812 0.7335938 0.723294916 
Label powerset 0.3616071 0.7734375 0.3409970 0.473316049 
Classifier chains (1-7 ordering) 0.2633929 0.7151786 0.7495908 0.731980473 
Ensembles of classifier chains (10) 0.2656250 0.6967262 0.7761533 0.734298141 
RA k EL
d
  4k =   0.3482143 0.7317708 0.4524182 0.559144576 
RA k EL
o
  4 , 14k m= =   0.2611607 0.7111979 0.7409970 0.725791711 
 
From Table 4.7 we see that the LDsplit with trees model that results in the lowest Hamming loss 
is the model having 2m =  and 20.M =  The highest F-score is given by the LDsplit model having 
3m =  and 140.M =  This F-score is not much larger than that found for the model with 2m =  
and 20.M =  Since the LDsplit with trees model having 2m =  and 20M =  requires less 
computation, it is regarded as the overall best performing LDsplit model of this analysis. 
Comparing this model to the six existing multi-label learning methods, it is clear that LDsplit with 
trees outperforms all six, resulting in a lower Hamming loss and higher F-score than all six of the 
other existing multi-label learning methods. 
 
 




The Yeast data results are discussed in this section.  
 
Table 4.8: Yeast data, LDsplit models 
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 14m M= =  0.22057781 0.71360924 0.46190490 0.560809255 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 17m M= =  0.22172988 0.71257533 0.46060217 0.559529557 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 21m M= =  0.22102091 0.71534326 0.45793467 0.558402185 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 28m M= =  0.22190713 0.71125192 0.45841766 0.557508627 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 14m M= =  0.22235023 0.71203474 0.46233717 0.560640328 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 17m M= =  0.21969160 0.72985053 0.44765409 0.554937228 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 21m M= =  0.22048919 0.71710091 0.45351494 0.555632279 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 28m M= =  0.22243885 0.71107172 0.45801542 0.557155752 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 14m M= =  0.260900390 0.686455749 0.283763235 0.40154008 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 17m M= =  0.22332506 0.71993383 0.43786939 0.544543289 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 21m M= =  0.22332506 0.71497991 0.44882443 0.551468042 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 28m M= =  0.24645516 0.61021801 0.48287067 0.539126211 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 14m M= =  0.22642680 0.73792390 0.37570709 0.497908631 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 17m M= =  0.25203828 0.72950786 0.26533986 0.389139985 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 21m M= =  0.25168380   0.62719189 0.42651551 0.507744501 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 28m M= =  0.22952854 0.73004549 0.38583997 0.504855991 
 
From Table 4.8, it appears that once 4,m   Hamming loss values increase and the F-score 
values decrease. Setting 3m  leads to the best performing LDsplit models in this analysis. For 
each m−value, increasing M  does not allow for significant differences in performance and the 
best performing M − value is often one of the smaller M − values. It should be noted that when 
m  is small, suppose 2,m =  we cannot for example set 6M =  for the Yeast data, because this 
would mean that we consider a maximum of 12  different labels when constructing the 6M =  
tree-structures, which is insufficient given that we have 14  different labels in the dataset.  
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Table 4.9: Yeast data model summary 
Method Hamming loss Precision Recall F-score 
LDsplit with trees 2 , 14m M= =  0.22057781 0.71360924 0.46190490 0.560809255 
LDsplit with trees 3 , 17m M= =  0.21969160 0.72985053 0.44765409 0.554937228 
LDsplit with trees 4 , 21m M= =  0.22332506 0.71497991 0.44882443 0.551468042 
LDsplit with trees 7 , 14m M= =  0.22642680 0.73792390 0.37570709 0.497908631 
Binary relevance 0.2242113 0.6609536 0.5542033 0.602889497 
Label powerset 0.31407302 0.35421836 0.14246032 0.203198015 
Classifier chains (1-14 ordering) 0.2266927 0.6413949 0.5542186 0.594628588 
Ensembles of classifier chains (10) 0.2052464 0.6848591 0.6087062 0.644541068 
RA k EL
d
  4k =   0.27437079 0.60413565 0.21940756 0.321906434 
RA k EL
o
  4 , 28k m= =   0.2126019 0.6921216 0.5513305 0.613755444 
 
Examining Table 4.9, we identify the LDsplit with trees model having 2m =  and 14M =   as the 
best LDsplit with trees model in this analysis. This model has low computational cost and 
produces the highest F-score and second lowest Hamming loss when only comparing LDsplit 
models. Comparing this model to the six existing multi-label learning methods, we see that LDsplit 
with trees outperforms the label powerset method and RA k EL .d  Both the binary relevance model 
and classifier chains model produce a higher F-score than the best performing LDsplit with trees 
model. However, Table 4.9 also shows how unbalanced recall and precision are for the LDsplit 
models. Here recall is generally quite small. We may be able to address this by adjusting the 
threshold value used for classification, possibly making the threshold value smaller for some 
labels. RA k EL
o
 and the ensemble of classifier chains model outperform the LDsplit with trees 
model, both producing a lower Hamming loss and a higher F-score. We conclude that the 
ensemble of classifier chains model is the overall best performing model in this analysis. 
4.5.5 Conclusions 
With regard to the parameters m  and M  of LDsplit with trees, our empirical study reveals the 
following. It appears that smaller values of m  often perform better than larger m−values. The 
results from this study suggest setting 3.m   It appears that overfitting becomes a concern once 
4.m   Thus setting m K=  (maximum number of levels) can lead to overfitting. However, we 
should also note that the benchmark datasets used in this empirical study do not contain many 
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observations, so that a different conclusion may be reached for datasets with large .N   
Furthermore, the results of this study suggest that beyond a certain value of ,M  performance 
starts to stabilize so that increasing the value of M  still further does not allow for a significant 
increase in performance. Results of the study indicate that setting 20M   is sufficient. However, 
overfitting does not seem to be a concern for large values of .M  In other words, if computational 
cost is not a concern, M  can be made larger. 
LDsplit with trees performed promisingly compared to the other multi-label learning methods fit in 
this empirical study, even outperforming all the other methods for one of the datasets. It is difficult 
to conclude exactly why LDsplit outperforms all the other ensemble methods on the Flags dataset 
only. A possible influence may be the fact that the Flags dataset has the smallest number of 
predictors, compared to the other two datasets. If some of the predictors are very informative, it 
might be that the LDsplit classifier is able to exploit this characteristic of the dataset. We can 
investigate this in future research. Thus, with further adaptations to the learning method, LDsplit 
with trees may well become a competitive multi-label learning method. 
4.6    CONCLUSION AND COMPARISON TO EXISTING METHODS 
LDsplit with trees uses a different label when constructing each level of a tree-structure. For tree-
structure ,jT  the nodes formed at Level k  are however not only dependent on label , ,j kP  but 
they are in fact also dependent on all the previous splits using labels ,1 , 1,..., .j j kP P −  Since each 
level of a tree-structure is dependent on the results of the previous levels, possible label 
correlations are implicitly incorporated into the model. However, a tree-structure is very dependent 
on the order of the labels used to construct it. We overcome this concern by using M  different 
orderings of the labels and construct M  corresponding tree-structures, thus fitting an ensemble 
of tree-structures. Since each tree-structure produces a multi-label classification, LDsplit with 
trees is a multi-label ensemble method. 
Comparing the LDsplit with trees model to other existing multi-label ensemble methods studied in 
this thesis, produces the following conclusions. 
4.6.1 Ensembles of classifier chains 
When fitting an ensemble of classifier chains, we consider several random orderings of the K  
labels, 
1,..., ,KY Y  and fit a classifier chains model to each, using bootstrap samples of the training 
data. In other words, for a given bootstrap sample and label ordering, we first consider all the 
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bootstrap observations along with the first label and fit the base classifier to the binary 
classification data. This produces a binary classifier. The input space is now extended with the 
first label. We then again consider all the bootstrap observations in this extended input space 
along with the second label and fit the base classifier to the binary classification data. This is 
different from LDsplit with trees. In LDsplit with trees we also consider different label orderings to 
fit an ensemble of multi-label classifiers. However, for a given label ordering, we consider the first 
label and optimally split the training data into two separate nodes. Each of these nodes are 
considered separately along with the second label in order to optimally split each of them in turn. 
Therefore, in both ensembles of classifier chains and LDsplit with trees, label ordering helps 
incorporate correlation into the models. However, LDsplit with trees aims to optimally split the 
training data using each label in turn, whereas a classifier chains model uses all the observations 
when fitting each binary classifier while the input space is extended.  
4.6.2 Random forests of predictive clustering trees 
Both random forests of predictive clustering trees and LDsplit with trees have a base learner that 
partitions the data into hierarchical clusters. For random forests of predictive clustering trees, this 
base learner is a MODT with variance and prototype functions defined to handle multi-label data, 
as discussed in Section 3.6. For LDsplit with trees, the base learner is the tree-structure described 
in this chapter. The two approaches clearly differ.  
The base learner of LDsplit with trees, splits the data by considering one label per level, in effect 
forming appropriate binary classification datasets to perform the splitting. A MODT, on the other 
hand, does not form binary classification datasets or consider the labels in turn in order to perform 
the clustering of the data. Instead it considers the full set of labels when finding homogenous 
clusters.  
Due to the way the base learner of LDsplit with trees is defined, we form an ensemble of models 
by considering different permutations of the labels and by fitting a tree-structure for each label 
ordering. We do not use permutations of the labels when fitting a random forest of predictive 
clustering trees; instead, the ensemble of models is formed by applying the random forest 
ensemble strategy that uses bootstrap samples of the data. 
4.6.3 Random k-labelsets 
RA k EL partitions L  randomly into l  labelsets, , 1,..., ,jR j l=  with the labelsets being disjoint or 
not, depending on the version of RA k EL we wish to apply. The training-set consists of all N  
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observations annotated with their corresponding labels in , 1,..., ,jR j l=  so that the multi-label 
data are effectively divided into l  smaller multi-label datasets. An appropriate multi-label learning 
method can then be applied to the l  smaller multi-label datasets, thereby becoming the base 
learner. This produces l  multi-label classifiers. In this way RA k EL creates an ensemble of multi-
label classifiers by manipulating the label space using randomization. Even though RA k EL is 
defined by using the label powerset method as base learner, it is possible to extend the concept 
of RA k EL by using a different base learner and therefore making the procedure more general. 
The selected base learner of this general version of RA k EL should, however, strongly depend 
on the specific set of labels used to annotate each example. This is exactly the case for the label 
powerset procedure. It would for example be of no benefit to use binary relevance as a base 
learner.  
An LDsplit with trees model with m K  resembles RA k EL
o
 when we specify the base classifier 
of RA k EL
o
 as follows. Consider M  labelsets, , 1,..., ,jR j M=  each of size .k m=  Fit a tree-
structure, ,jT  as described in this chapter, to each labelset. The order of the labels used to 
construct a tree-structure is simply given by the order used when defining the relevant labelset. 
This produces a model that is similar to that described in this chapter. However, in RA k EL ,o  in 
order to produce M  labelsets, we sample M  times without replacement from ,
kL  where 
kL  is 
defined as the set of all distinct k − labelsets of .L  Therefore for a labelset of k m=  labels, we 
are only considering one ordering of the labels in that set. In LDsplit with trees, the same set of 
m  labels may be used to construct two or more tree-structures by using different orderings of the 
labels in the set. 
LDsplit with trees, as introduced in this chapter, is a multi-label ensemble method that splits multi-
label training data using trees as a splitting tool. One of its most important properties compared 
to existing multi-label ensemble methods, is that it aims to do the splitting of the data in a label-
dependent way, whilst incorporating label correlation. Several permutations of the labels are used 
to accomplish this and a multi-label classification model is formed by combining the collection of 
simple base models. The method shows potential when compared to other multi-label learning 
methods, as was seen in our experimental evaluation. In Chapter 6 we refer to future research 
ideas regarding the LDsplit framework given in this chapter. The following chapter, however, 
focuses on analysis of multi-label text data. Reference to useful R packages for such analyses 
are also made. The chapter concludes with a practical data analysis. 
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CHAPTER 5: PRACTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
 
5.1    ASPECTS OF ANALYSING TEXT DATA 
Natural language processing (NLP) is an area of research that aims to interpret text or speech 
using computer-based methods. This presents many challenges. In text documents we can for 
example have a mixture of lower- and upper-case letters, as well as shorter and longer sentences. 
Some words have synonyms, alternative spellings, different tenses or more than one definition. 
A new word, only recently added to dictionaries, might be encountered in a text document. Other 
words might be field specific so that they are not included in dictionaries. A word might be used 
in a figurative manner, where in other cases it might be meant literally. Sentences can also be 
ambiguous or sarcastic. These are only a few issues that make it difficult for computer software 
to interpret text documents. Kaggle presents examples of analyses requiring NLP. One dataset 
challenges data scientists to build a model that can generate the answers to questions, given the 
Wikipedia article text the questions were originally generated from (Kaggle: Question-Answer 
dataset, 2017). Building a model that automatically answers questions is no easy task in NLP. 
Taking it one step further, an analysis might not only require interpretation of sentences, but the 
aim might also be to understand what the implicit meanings of the sentences are. What did the 
writer feel? A movie review dataset found on Kaggle, for example, consists of phrases found on 
a movie review website along with corresponding sentiment classes. Classes include: negative, 
somewhat negative, neutral, somewhat positive and positive. The goal is to build a classifier that 
can interpret a phrase and determine the sentiment class that the phrase belongs to. Results from 
such an analysis can be used to determine the general feeling towards a movie. An analysis of 
this type is referred to as a sentiment analysis (Kaggle: Sentiment analysis on movie reviews, 
2015). 
As mentioned, multi-label datasets, where the observations are in the form of text, are also 
common. A data scientist might for example aim to attach text categories to text documents. 
No matter what the goal of the text analysis is, in most cases the pre-processing and cleaning of 
the data are especially important. Text data can be very noisy. It is important to organize the data 
so that it is easier to work with and so that it becomes possible to extract the important information 
from the data. When cleaning, pre-processing and organization of the data are not a high priority 
of the analysis, even the best learning methods will not produce good predictive performance.  
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5.1.1 Some approaches to organizing text data 
Suppose the text data are represented in terms of several text documents. One approach to 
organizing the text data is semantic parsing. Here the word “semantic” refers to meaning in 
language, whereas “parsing” refers to breaking up a sentence into its component parts and 
describing their syntactic roles. The process of semantic parsing thus aims to map text into a 
formal representation of its meaning. Here, word type and order of the text may be important. 
Different types of semantic parsing exist. A shallow approach may be to continuously break up 
text forming a tree-like structure. The top level of a tree may be one full sentence which is broken 
up into a noun-phrase and a verb-phrase. The verb-phrase may then for example be broken up 
as a verb, article, adverb, and so on, forming a tree-like structure. In this case a word has multiple 
tags corresponding to the different levels of the tree. A single word may for example be part of a 
sentence, be part of a verb-phrase and lastly be tagged as a verb. A semantic parsing approach 
like this can therefore result in many features (DataCamp: Text mining, 2018). Semantic parsing 
may be a useful way to organize the Kaggle-dataset that challenges data scientists to generate 
the answers to Wikipedia article questions. For our study, we will however focus on another, 
slightly simpler, approach to organizing text data. This approach is referred to as the bag-of-words 
approach. 
In the bag-of-words approach we do not consider word type or order; instead word frequencies 
are used as features. In order to organize the text data, we first identify all the unique terms found 
throughout all the text documents. These unique terms form our “bag of words”. In this case, we 
do not consider where the words occur in the documents or in what order they occur. We simply 
form a vocabulary of unique terms. Now, for each text document, it is noted how many times each 
word in the “bag of words” occurs in the text document. In other words, each word in a text 
document is treated as a single token so that we can add up the total number of tokens each 
unique term has in each text document.  
Using the bag-of-words approach, the data can be represented either in terms of a document-
term-matrix (DTM) or a term-document-matrix (TDM). A DTM is a matrix with the respective text 
documents represented as rows, while the columns of the matrix are all the unique terms found 
throughout all the documents. A DTM is illustrated in Figure 5.1. 
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 Term 1   Term 2    Term p   
Document 1  1 , 1n  1 , 2n   1 , pn  
Document 2  2 ,1n  2 , 2n   2 , pn  
     
Document N  , 1Nn  , 2Nn   ,N pn  
Figure 5.1: Representation of DTM  
 
Figure 5.1 shows that there are N  documents and p  unique terms in the text data. The DTM, 
therefore, consists of N  rows and p  columns (represented by the shaded area in Figure 5.1). 
Each entry of the matrix corresponds to the number of times each term occurs in each document. 
For example, the row marked “Document 1” represents the first document in the text data. For 
this document, the number of times each unique term occurs in the document is represented by 
the respective column entries, so that “Term 1” occurs 1 , 1n  times in the first document, “Term 2” 
occurs 1 , 2n  times in the first document, and so on. 
A TDM, on the other hand, is a matrix with the documents represented as columns, while the rows 
of the matrix are all the unique terms found throughout all the documents. In general, a TDM is 
thus the transpose of a DTM. Figure 5.2 provides an illustration. 
 
 Document 1   Document 2    Document N   
Term 1   1 , 1n  2 , 1n   , 1Nn  
Term 2  1 ,2n  2 , 2n   , 2Nn  
     
Term p   1, pn  2 , pn   ,N pn  
Figure 5.2: Representation of TDM 
 
Using the bag-of-words approach to organize text data, an appropriate model can be fit to the 
N p  DTM. In this case, the rows of the DTM will act as the observations and each observation 
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will be a p -component vector, where p  corresponds to the total number of unique terms in the 
DTM. The p  input variables of such an analysis will thus be the frequencies of the p  terms for 
each of the documents. 
5.1.2 R packages 
When analysing text data in R, packages tm, wordcloud and SnowballC can be very useful. The 
tm package in particular helps users to easily import, clean and pre-process text data. Functions 
are also included for inspection of text data, as well as quick construction of a DTM or  
TDM (Feinerer and Hornik, 2018). Feinerer (2018) gives a helpful introduction to the tm package. 
Packages wordcloud (Fellows, 2014) and SnowballC (Bouchet-Valat, 2014), on the other hand, 
provide effective ways of visualizing text data.  
• Importing data 
In the tm package, the main approach used to organize text documents is via a so-called “corpus”. 
A corpus in R consists of a collection of documents that R recognizes as a data type. There are 
two main types of corpus data, namely a permanent corpus (PCorpus) and a volatile corpus 
(VCorpus). R stores the two types differently, which is the main difference between them. A 
VCorpus stores documents fully in R, whereas a PCorpus stores the documents outside of R. We 
prefer working with a VCorpus since it appears to be the most straightforward. 
The function VCorpus(), available in the tm package, creates a VCorpus. The function has two 
arguments: x and readerControl. Here argument “x” should be in the form of a so-called “source”-
object. Predefined source-functions that create source-objects are found in the tm package. 
These functions include DirSource(), VectorSource() and DataframeSource(). We prefer using 
VectorSource(). This function takes a vector as input and interprets each element in the vector as 
a document. Argument “readerControl” in the VCorpus() function is a list with components 
“reader” and “language”. Each source-object has a default “reader”. A source-object created with 
VectorSource() as the x-input for VCorpus(), has its own default value for the “reader” component. 
The language component of “readerControl” sets the text language. The default language is 
English. 
When importing text data into R, one of the easiest methods is to import the data as a vector with 
elements the respective documents. A vector like this can then be converted to a source-object 
using the function VectorSource(), after which VCorpus() can be used to convert this source-
object into a VCorpus. 
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A VCorpus object is a nested list. To review a single document, we subset with double square 
brackets, indicating the number of the document we wish to access. To review the text of the 
document itself, we have to subset twice. To access the text of a particular document, we subset 
the first argument of the document. As an example, suppose we wish to find the text of the fifth 
document of a VCorpus object named “texttrain”. The following R code gives the desired result:  
 
• Cleaning 
Once the data are imported into R, the VCorpus has to be cleaned. Before organizing the text 
data by using for example the bag-of-words approach, it is important to first clean the data as far 
as possible. We may for example wish to remove all numbers from the text documents or we may 
decide that it is not necessary to distinguish between lower- and upper-case letters. All text 
datasets are not cleaned in the exact same way. The nature of the text data and the goal of the 
analysis would affect what the cleaning process would involve. If the analysis focusses on numeric 
aspects, it might for example be inappropriate to remove the numbers from the text documents. 
Using the R function tolower(), a function in base R, translates all characters to lower-case 
characters. This is useful if there is no need to distinguish between words spelled exactly the 
same with the only difference the use of lower- and upper-case characters. The tm package 
provides many other pre-processing functions that can be applied to a corpus. Some of these 
functions include the following.  
The function stripWhitespace() removes tabs and extra spaces from a text document so that 
multiple whitespace characters are collapsed to a single blank. The function removeWords() 
removes specific words from a text document. This is useful if the data scientist would like to 
remove words that are believed to be uninformative from the documents. For example, it might 
be appropriate to remove words like “I”, “me”,”are”, etc. A list of 174  common English words, 
normally appropriate to exclude, is provided in the tm package. This list is given in Appendix B.1. 
The removeWords() function also allows specification of additional words to remove from a 
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corpus. The function removePunctuation() removes punctuation marks, such as periods and 
exclamation points, from a text document. Similarly, the function removeNumbers() removes 
numbers from a text document. 
These transformation functions can be applied to a corpus using the tm_map() function found in 
the tm package. The individual functions work on single text documents, so the tm_map() function 
is used to apply the relevant function to all the documents in the corpus. The tm_map() function 
takes a corpus as input as well as one of the pre-processing functions. If we would like to use a 
pre-processing function not contained in the tm package, such a function can still be applied to 
the corpus by wrapping it in the content_transformer() function of the tm package. In this case the 
wrapped function is used as the second argument in the tm_map() function. The R package qdap 
offers more text cleaning functions (Goodrich et al., 2018). 
When analysing text data, it might be unnecessary to distinguish between different tenses or 
plurals of a word. If the bag-of-words approach is for example used, distinguishing between 
different tenses or plurals may result in an unnecessarily large number of features. The extra 
features might not contain a valuable amount of extra information. Therefore, another pre-
processing step may involve “word stemming”. For example, we may decide it is unnecessary to 
distinguish between the words “girl” and “girls” in documents. We might prefer stemming both 
words to their base: “girl”. Words can be stemmed in a corpus by hand, or a function like 
stemDocument(),  found in the tm package, can be used.  
• DTM and TDM 
Once a corpus is cleaned, we may construct a DTM or TDM of the cleaned corpus. A DTM can 
be constructed using the function DocumentTermMatrix(), available in the tm package. The 
function takes a corpus as input to construct the corresponding DTM. Similarly, a TDM can be 
constructed using the function TermDocumentMatrix(), also available in the tm package. The 
function is also applied to a corpus in order to construct its corresponding TDM. 
The tm package provides some useful functions that can be applied to a DTM or a TDM for quick 
inspections. For example, the function findFreqTerms() finds frequent terms in a DTM or TDM. 
The function has three arguments. The first argument is a DTM or TDM for which we wish to find 
frequent terms. The second argument is a lower frequency bound and the third an upper 
frequency bound. In other words, if we wish to see which terms occur more than 10  times in a 
DTM, for example, we would apply the function to the relevant DTM and specify the lower 
frequency bound as 10.  In order to simply view all the terms of a DTM or TDM, the function 
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Terms() may be used. This function takes a DTM or TDM as input and provides all the terms in 
the matrix as output. 
The function removeSparseTerms() takes a DTM or TDM as input, as well as a numeric value 
between zero and one. The output is a smaller DTM or TDM. The numeric value denotes the 
maximum proportion of sparsity of the terms allowed in the DTM or TDM. Consider for example 
a DTM. For a specific term, corresponding to a column of the DTM, the proportion of sparsity of 
this term refers to the proportion of time the column entries are zero. The function therefore 
removes those terms in the DTM having a higher proportion of sparsity than the specified numeric 
value. 
The tm package also provides many other functions that uses a DTM or TDM as input. Feinerer 
and Hornik (2018) may be referred to for more of these functions. 
• Analysis via word clouds 
In a text analysis, visual representations of the data may be very helpful. One of these 
representations is a so-called “word cloud”. A word cloud is a cloud of words, where terms that 
correspond to a larger digit are represented by a larger font than terms corresponding to a smaller 
digit. For example, these digits may be the number of times each term occurs throughout all the 
text documents. At a quick glance, the reader can see which terms occur often and which terms 
occur less often, by considering the relative font sizes of the relevant terms in the word cloud. 
Packages wordcloud and SnowballC have useful functions, for example wordcloud(), that can 
easily plot word clouds (STHDA: Text mining and word cloud fundamentals in R, 2018). An 














Corresponding word cloud: 
 
Figure 5.3: Word cloud example 
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5.2    MULTI-LABEL ANALYSIS IN R 
R packages, particularly designed to handle multi-label datasets, can be very helpful in a multi-
label analysis. Considerable time can be saved if a package provides functions that can quickly 
import multi-label data and calculate multi-label data characteristics, such as the number of 
labelsets or the total number of instances in each labelset, for example. When it comes to multi-
label classification, it is also useful if a R package can apply standard multi-label learning 
methods, allow users the opportunity to easily classify unseen observations and evaluate the 
results obtained. 
5.2.1 Package mldr 
A useful R package designed to handle multi-label datasets is package mldr (Charte and Charte, 
2018). The package helps users load multi-label datasets into R easily, calculate certain attributes 
of the datasets and produce interesting plots. Charte and Charte (2018) prove to be a helpful 
guide in mastering this package. 
The function mldr() found in the mldr package is used to construct an mldr-object of a multi-label 
dataset. An mldr-object is the format used by the mldr package to express multi-label datasets. 
The object contains the full multi-label dataset as well as additional measurements. Some of these 
additional measurements include the number of observations, the number of input variables, the 
number of labels, the number of observations per label, the number of distinct labelsets and the 
number of instances in each labelset.  
We use the mldr_from_dataframe() function, also available in the mldr package, to create an mldr-
object. This function creates an mldr-object from a dataframe of the relevant multi-label dataset 
and a vector indicating the label indices. Using the summary() function on an mldr-object gives a 
quick summary of the mldr-object. Among others characteristics, the summary also includes the 
cardinality and density of the multi-label data. 
The mldr package also has its own plot() function. This function has two arguments. The first 
argument is the relevant mldr-object and the second argument is the type of plot to be drawn. 
There are several types of plots available in the mldr package, each highlighting specific 
characteristics of the relevant mldr-object. For example, type “LB” is a label barplot, displaying 
the number of instances for each label. On the other hand, type “LSB” is a labelset barplot, 
displaying the number of instances for each of the respective labelsets. A cardinality histogram is 
given by “CH”. This plot illustrates the number of labels observations have in general. A pie chart, 
that illustrates attribute types, is given by “AT”. Lastly, a concurrence plot is given by “LC”. This 
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plot gives a visual representation of interactions among labels. It is circular and its circumference 
is partitioned into disjoint arcs representing the labels of the dataset. Each arc, corresponding to 
a specific label, has length proportional to the number of instances where this label is present, 
along with one or more of the other labels in the dataset. An arc may be connected to other arcs 
by means of colour coded bands that join two arcs at a time. The width of each band connecting 
two arcs, is proportional to the number of instances in which the corresponding two labels appear 
together. In this way the plot shows the relation between labels. To produce a concurrence plot 
of a random subset of the K  labels, argument “labelCount” can be used. The argument should 
be an integer indicating the number of labels to choose at random. If users would like to specify 
which labels the concurrence plot should consist of, argument “labelIndices” can be used.  
The mldr package also provides users with a web-based graphical user interface (GUI). This 
works on top of the R package shiny. A GUI like this is very useful if users would like to find 
different measurements easily and save high quality plots and other results for a relevant mldr-
object. Even those users with little experience in R are thereby given the opportunity to use some 
of the useful mldr package tools.  
The GUI is launched from the R console using the following command once the mldr package 
has been loaded: 
 
The command opens the default browser in which the GUI is displayed. From here the relevant 
mldr-object can be selected for analysis.  
5.2.2 Package mldr.datasets 
An R package that allows easy access to a large number of multi-label benchmark datasets, is 
package mldr.datasets (Charte and Charte, 2017). The package provides a variety of benchmark 
datasets from different domains such as text, sound, music, image and biology. The datasets also 
vary in size in terms of the numbers of observations, input variables, labels and label cardinality. 
Function available.mldrs() gives an up-to-date list of additional datasets not included in the 
mldr.datasets package, but which can be downloaded and saved. The datasets in the package 
are mainly stored as mldr-objects.  
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5.2.3 Package utiml 
When it comes to classification, an R package useful for multi-label classification is package utiml 
(Rivolli, 2018). The package includes certain multi-label classification methods, sampling 
methods, threshold functions and evaluation metrics. Most of the functions in the utiml package 
require multi-label datasets to be expressed as mldr-objects. Rivolli (2016) is a useful guide to 
the utiml package, showing implementations of the package functions. 
Binary relevance, classifier chains, label powerset and ensembles of classifier chains can be fit 
to an mldr-object using the following utiml package functions: br(), cc(), lp() and ecc(). The utiml 
package also has the function rakel() that fits RA k EL. Both RAk EL
d
 and RA k EL
o
 can be fit 
using this function, simply setting the “overlapping”-argument equal to “FALSE” to fit RA k EL .d  
The default value of the overlapping-argument is “TRUE”, so that RA k EL
o
 is the default 
approach.  
In order to use different base learners for each of the learning methods provided in the utiml 
package, additional R packages should be loaded which support the base learners. Base learners 
do not come pre-installed with the utiml package. Table 5.1 highlights possible base learners with 
their corresponding R packages. 
 
Table 5.1: R packages for base learners supported by the utiml package 
Base learner R Package 
Classification tree rpart 
k − nearest neighbours kknn 
Random forest randomForest 
Support vector machine e1071 
Source: Rivolli, 2016. 
 
If it is for example necessary to create a k -fold partitioning of an mldr-object, we may use 
create_kfold_partition(), found in the utiml package. Using the “method”-argument, we specify the 
method used when constructing the k  folds. For example, setting the method-argument equal to 
“random”, randomly splits the data into k  folds. On the other hand, if the method-argument is 
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equal to “iterative”, the folds are constructed considering the label proportions individually, 
whereas “stratified” constructs the folds considering the labelset proportions. It is also possible 
for users to create their own partitioning methods. 
Some of the threshold functions provided in the utiml package are fixed_threshold(), 
lcard_threshold() and scut_threshold(). The simplest of these is fixed_threshold(). With this 
function users manually specify the threshold used to transform a matrix of posterior probabilities 
to 1/ 0  classifications. A global threshold can be specified for all the labels or a threshold can be 
specified for each label separately.  
For evaluation metrics, the utiml function multilabel_evaluate() can be used. Several evaluation 
metrics can be calculated including, among others, accuracy, precision, recall and Hamming loss. 
A confusion matrix can also be constructed using the function multilabel_confusion_matrix(). 
The utiml package provides many other functions; in this discussion we simply highlight some of 
those functions that are considered to be the most useful for our analysis. Rivolli (2018) can be 
investigated for further helpful utiml-package functions and descriptions of their use. 
Table 5.2 summarizes the R packages and useful functions discussed in Section 5.1.2, Section 
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Table 5.2: Summary of R packages 
Package tm (Section 5.1.2) 
Allows users to easily import, clean, pre-process and 
inspect text data. 
Functions: Usages: 
VCorpus() Creates a VCorpus. 
DirSource(), VectorSource() and 
DataframeSource() 
Predefined source-functions that create source-objects. 
stripWhitespace() Removes tabs and extra spaces from a text document so that 
multiple whitespace characters are collapsed to a single blank. 
removeWords() Removes specific words from a text document. 
removePunctuation() Removes punctuation marks from a text document. 
removeNumbers() Removes numbers from a text document. 
tm_map() Used to apply a transformation function to a corpus. 
content_transformer() Used to apply a pre-processing function, not contained in the tm 
package, to a corpus. 
DocumentTermMatrix() Constructs a DTM of a corpus. 
TermDocumentMatrix() Constructs a TDM of a corpus. 
findFreqTerms() Finds frequent terms in a DTM or TDM. 
Terms() Used to view all the terms a DTM or DTM. 
removeSparseTerms() Removes sparse terms from a DTM or TDM. 
Package wordcloud and SnowballC 
(Section 5.1.2) 
Useful when visualizing text data. 
Functions: Usages: 
wordcloud() Constructs a word cloud. 
Package mldr (Section 5.2.1) 
Useful when loading multi-label datasets into R, 
calculating attributes of multi-label data or to produce 
interesting plots. 
Functions: Usages: 
mldr() Constructs an mldr-object of a multi-label dataset found in a file. 
mldr_from_dataframe() Creates an mldr-object from a dataframe of multi-label data. 
summary() Used on an mldr-object to produce a summary of the object. 
plot() type=”LB” gives a label barplot. 
type=”LSB” gives a labelset barplot. 
type=”CH” gives a cardinality histogram. 
type=”AT” gives a pie chart of attribute types. 
type= “LC” gives a concurrence plot. 
mldrGUI() Opens default browser in which GUI is displayed. 
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Package mldr.datasets (Section 
5.2.2) 
Allows easy access to a large number of multi-label 
benchmark datasets. 
Package utiml (Section 5.2.3) Useful for multi-label classification. 
Functions: Usages: 
br() Fits binary relevance model. 
cc() Fits classifier chains model. 
lp() Fits label powerset model. 
ecc() Fits ensemble of classifier chains model. 
rakel() Fits RA k EL
d
 or RA k EL .o     
create_kfold_partition() Creates a k-fold partitioning of an mldr-object.  
fixed_threshold() Transforms a matrix of posterior probabilities to 1/0 
classifications applying the user-specified threshold. 
multilabel_evaluate() Calculates several multi-label evaluation measures. 
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5.3    PRACTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
In this section a multi-label classification text dataset, available on Kaggle, is used to perform a 
practical data analysis. The dataset consists of 159571  online comments from Wikipedia talk 
page edits and six labels, namely: Toxic, Severe Toxic, Obscene, Threat, Insult and Identity hate. 
Each comment is individually labeled by human raters to identify if any or multiple so-called 
“toxicity” are present in the comment. Here “toxicity” refers to comments that may be interpreted 
as rude or disrespectful. The aim is to identify different types of toxicity present in online 
comments. The overall goal is to reduce abuse and harassment online and help online 
discussions become more productive and respectful (Kaggle: Toxic comment classification 
challenge, 2018) 
The data are initially randomly split into training and test data. Since the dataset is quite large, 
approximately two thirds of the data are used as training observations (106381  comments) and 
the remaining third of the data are used as test observations. 
Since the observations in the dataset are in the form of text, the R package tm is used. The “bag-
of-words” approach is used to organize the data. 
The training data are imported into R as a vector with elements the respective comments. This 
training-vector is converted using the function VectorSource() in order to interpret each element 
of the training-vector, in other words each comment, as a document. The function VCorpus() is 
used to convert this source-object into a VCorpus. We convert the data to a VCorpus so that R 
recognizes the collection of comments as a data type to which the tm pre-processing functions 
can easily be applied. 
5.3.1 Initial cleaning and pre-processing 
Merely using the training corpus as given above to apply the bag-of-words approach, would result 
in noise in the data that could have been avoided. Considering the nature of our text data and the 
goal of our analysis, the following approach is used in order to clean and pre-process the data. 
Functions tolower(), stripWhitespace(), removeWords(), removePunctuation() and 
removeNumbers() are used to convert all text to lower-case, remove extra white spaces, remove 
the tm package list of 174  common English words, remove punctuation and remove numbers 
from the text documents. The function arguments applied to the training corpus are provided in 
Appendix B.2.2. 
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After the training corpus has been cleaned in the above way, an initial inspection of the data is 
executed as follows. A DTM is constructed using the function DocumentTermMatrix() in the tm 
package. The function uses the cleaned training corpus as input to construct the corresponding 
DTM. In our case the DTM contains 106381  documents (comments) and 171082  unique terms. 
The DTM is illustrated in Figure 5.4. 
 
 Term 1   Term 2    Term 171082   
Comment 1   1 , 1n   1 , 2n   1 , 171082n  
Comment 2   2 ,1n  2 , 2n   2 , 171082n  
     
Comment 
106381  
106381 , 1n  106381 , 2n   106381 , 171082n  
Figure 5.4: Representation of DTM  
 
5.3.2 Rude terms 
Due to the nature of the dataset, some of the text may be considered profane, vulgar or offensive. 
However, since the goal is to detect toxic comments, intuitively, the presence of a rude term in a 
comment would be a strong indication of the presence of toxicity in that comment. To avoid 
continuously referring to these rude terms in the analysis, a function was written to replace 
commonly occurring rude terms with alternative codenames. Note that this function uses a corpus 
as input, therefore the replacement takes place in the training corpus. The function furthermore 
requires a list of rude terms and their corresponding codenames as input. A list of commonly 
occurring rude terms is formed by continuously identifying rude terms as they appear in the 
analysis described in this section. Even though the analysis is described below, and the list of 
rude terms is only complete after the analysis has been completed, we replace all the rude terms 
with their alternative codenames in the training corpus and repeat our analysis with the 
codenames in place. This is done to prevent the reader from having continuous exposure to these 
rude terms. Therefore, the analysis described below contains the codenames, not the original 
rude terms. 
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There are 104  rude terms identified, with the codenames being “aanstoot1”, “aanstoot2” up until 
“aanstoot104”. It is important to make sure that the chosen codenames are terms which do not 
occur in the text data beforehand, otherwise the replacement process creates extra noise in the 
data. If a codename is already included in the data before the replacement process takes place, 
the frequency of this term is falsely increased after the replacement.  The term may now also 
appear in a context it did not appear in previously. The codenames should thus be chosen with 
care.  
Since the data consist of informal comments, there are many alternative spellings and synonyms 
of the 104  rude terms. The synonyms and alternative spellings of the 104  terms are therefore 
also identified and replaced with one of the corresponding 104  codenames. A DTM is constructed 
using the training corpus that contains the codenames.  
5.3.3 Top occurring terms  
The DTM, containing the 104  codenames, is now used to inspect the overall top occurring terms. 
This is done by using the function removeSparseTerms(). Recall that this function takes a DTM 
and a numeric value between zero and one as input. The numeric value denotes the maximum 
allowed proportion of sparsity of the terms. Applying the function to the newly constructed DTM 
and using an initial numeric value of 0.9988,  the top occurring terms are found. To view these 
terms, the sparse DTM is used as input for the function Terms(). These 3036  terms can now be 
carefully inspected. 
Some of the top terms include synonyms or different spellings of a term, for example: 
encyclopaedia, encyclopedia. Some of these top terms also include the different tenses of a word, 
for example: delete, deleted, deleting. We also see that some words are listed along with their 
plural form, for example: animal, animals. As stated previously, it might be unnecessary to 
distinguish between synonyms, different tenses or plurals of a word for a text data analysis. We 
can for example combine “encyclopaedia” and “encyclopedia” into one of the two terms. We can 
also for example combine “delete”, “deleted” and “deleting” into one term: delete. Similarly, we 
can combine “animal” and “animals” into one term: animal. Some terms, however, can be defined 
as both a verb or a noun, for example: attack. The list of top terms include "attack", "attacked", 
"attacking" and "attacks". Combining all these terms into one term, “attack”, may be detrimental 
to the analysis, since their usages are not quite interchangeable.  
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The top terms are examined in order to decide which terms to combine and which terms to leave 
separate. This is a very subjective process. The main consideration used to assist in making this 
decision is to determine if the relevant term has both a noun and verb definition. If the term is only 
regarded as a verb, and the different tenses of this word is found in the list of top terms, these 
terms are all combined into the present tense form of the term. If the term is only regarded as a 
noun, and the plural of the term is also found in the list of top occurring terms, the plural form is 
replaced by the singular form. In the case where the term has both a noun and verb definition, 
such as in the case of the term “attack”, not all the forms are combined. Instead the words 
“attacked” and “attacking” are combined and replaced with the word “attacked”. The forms “attack” 
and “attacks” are left untouched. Some top terms include adverbs, for example “badly”. Both the 
words “bad” and “badly” are included in the list of top terms. Adverbs and adjectives are not 
removed by combining them with other terms. The function used to execute the replacements is 
the same function that was used to replace the rude terms with codenames. Even with the above 
criteria in mind, the process of deciding whether it would be advantageous to combine words, 
remains subjective. Those terms for which the decision was not clear are rather not combined. A 
list of those terms combined is found in Appendix B.2.7.  
After these specific terms are combined in the training corpus, we create a new DTM of this corpus 
and use the removeSparseTerms() function with numeric value 0.9988  to create a new list of 
overall top occurring terms. This new list of overall top occurring terms is found in Appendix B.2.9. 
5.3.4 Label inspection 
Up until this point the training corpus has been cleaned as follows. All upper-case characters were 
replaced with lower-case characters. Extra white spaces were removed. We removed the tm 
package list of 174  common English words. We removed punctuation from the training corpus, 
as well as all numbers. We replaced rude words and their variations with 104  codenames. We 
also combined some words in the training corpus that seemed to have interchangeable usages. 
This cleaned training corpus is now used in order to inspect the labels more closely. 
Before the label inspection process is described, some notation for the data is introduced. As 
mentioned before, there are 6K =  labels in this multi-label classification dataset, namely Toxic, 
Severe Toxic, Obscene, Threat, Insult and Identity hate. These labels are denoted by 
 1 2 6, ,...,Y Y Y  respectively. Each one of the 106381  comments in the training corpus has a 
corresponding six-component vector containing the binary label variables, , 1,...,106381.i i =y  
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The labels are sparse, i.e. it is rare for , 1,...,106381,i i =y  to have one or more entries equal to 
1 .  
The Toxic label is the least sparse of the six labels. Approximately 9.613%  of the training 
comments have 
1 1Y = . The Severe Toxic label has 2 1Y =  for approximately 0.989%  of the 
training comments. The Obscene label has 
3 1Y =  for approximately 5.301%  of the training 
comments. The Threat label is the sparsest, having 
4 1Y =  for only approximately 0.311%  of the 
training comments. The Insult label has 
5 1Y =  for approximately 4.954%  of the training 
comments. Lastly, the Identity hate label has 

















Toxic Severe Toxic Obscene Threat Insult Identity hate
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Figure 5.5 illustrates the sparsity of the labels in the dataset. Each column represents one of the 
six labels,  1 2 6, ,..., .Y Y Y  The percentage of comments having 1,kY =  where 1,2,...,6,k =  is 
represented in blue, whereas the percentage of comments having 0,kY =  where 1,2,...,6,k =  is 
represented in orange. From Figure 5.5 it is clear that the labels are very sparse. 
It might be advantageous to specifically investigate the rare comments that are equal to 1  for one 
or more of the labels. We would like to investigate each label separately and determine what are 
the top occurring terms when considering only those comments for which this label is present. In 
order to do this, we proceed as follows.  
For illustration, consider 
1Y . We first split the cleaned training corpus into two corpuses. The first 
corpus contains all those comments for which 
1 1Y =  and the second corpus contains all those 
comments for which 
1 0Y = . Now a TDM is constructed for the first corpus by using the tm package 
function TermDocumentMatrix(). This TDM is used to find the frequency of each of the respective 
terms given as rows in the TDM. Thus, the row-sums of the TDM are calculated. Using these 
term-frequencies, the fifty top occurring terms are determined and represented in a barplot. This 
process is repeated for labels 



















Figure 5.6: Barplots of fifty top terms for each label 
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Inspecting the barplots in Figure 5.6, it appears that for each label there is one term with a 
significantly higher frequency than the other terms. For all the labels, except the Threat and 
Identity hate label, this term is “aanstoot2”. The term that occurs significantly more than the other 
terms for the Threat label is “die”. In the case of the Identity hate label, this term is “aanstoot18”. 
Inspecting Figure 5.6 more closely, it also appears that following the term with the highest 
frequency are four or five terms that occur at a moderate frequency, before the frequencies drop 
significantly and only small differences in frequencies are seen for the remaining terms.  
It is also noted that some of the terms found in Figure 5.6, that thus form part of the fifty top terms 
for a particular label, are not included in the list of overall top occurring terms for the entire text 
dataset. This might be due to the fact that the labels are so sparse. An example of such a term is 
“bark”.  
There are also some unexpected terms in Figure 5.6. For example, for the Threat label, one of 
the terms is a proper noun: jim. Why would this term have such a high frequency? Upon further 
inspection, it turns out that one of the comments repeats the words “jim wales must die” 157  
times. In fact, there appears to be several comments that consist of one sentence that is repeated 
multiple times. This behaviour also explains other unfamiliar terms in Figure 5.6: “jessica”, 
“bunksteve”, “beavis”, etc. These terms have high frequencies because they appear a significant 
number of times in a few comments. However, we might be more interested in terms that have a 
high frequency because they appear a few times per comment, but appear in many of the toxic 
comments. Terms with frequencies more spread out like this might be more informative to the 
analysis. In order to reduce the effect that a few individuals’ inappropriate behaviour has on the 
term frequencies, we proceed as follows. 
For each label, we no longer merely use the row-sums of the TDM as the term-frequencies. 
Instead, for each separate comment, it is noted if a term is found in that particular comment or 
not, regardless of how many times it occurs in the comment. This can easily be found for a 
particular label by replacing all the entries in the label’s TDM that are larger than or equal to one 
with a “1”. The TDM then only consists of “1”s and “0 ”s. An entry is equal to 1  if the comment 
(corresponding to the column of that entry) contains the term (corresponding to the particular row 
of that entry), else the entry is 0.  We execute this replacement process for each of the six TDMs 
that correspond to the labels. Considering each label separately, we can calculate the percentage 
of comments containing each term. This is possible since it is known how many training comments 
have 1kY =  for 1,2,...,6.k =  Using these percentages, we construct a barplot of the fifty terms 
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with the highest percentages of occurrence for each label. These six barplots are given in Figure 
5.7.  
The newly constructed barplots differ from the barplots in Figure 5.6. The term “aanstoot2” is the 
term with the highest percentage of occurrence in the Toxic, Severe Toxic, Obscene, Insult and 
Identity hate label. When only considering frequencies, “aanstoot18” is the term with the highest 
frequency for the Identity hate label. However, when considering the percentage of occurrence, 
as in Figure 5.7, “aanstoot18” is in the fourth position for the Identity hate label. When only 
considering the frequencies, as in Figure 5.6, the term with the highest frequency for the Threat 
label is “die”. Now, when considering the percentage of occurrence, the term with the highest 
percentage of occurrence for the Threat label is “will” and “die” has moved to the third position. 
In Figure 5.6, for each label, there appears to be one term with a significantly higher frequency 
compared to the other terms. However, in Figure 5.7, for each label, the difference between the 
first and second terms do not appear to be as significant. The labels with the largest difference in 
percentage between the first and second terms are Severe Toxic, Obscene and Threat. These 
differences do not seem to be much larger than 10%.   
For each label, we also construct a word cloud of the percentages of occurrence using packages 
wordcloud and SnowballC. The particular function arguments are given in Appendix B.2.11. The 
results for all six labels are shown in Figure 5.8. Now, with a quick glance, we can see which 
terms occur often and which terms occur less often by considering the relative font sizes.  
The slightly unusual or unexpected terms found in Figure 5.6, like “jim” and “beavis”, are not 
present in Figure 5.7 or Figure 5.8. This is due to the fact that these terms only occur in a few 
comments, and thus the percentages of occurrence of these terms are low. We do however see 
that there are still terms in Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 that are not contained in the list of overall 
top occurring terms. An example of such a term is “burn”, seen in the barplot and word cloud of 
the Threat label. As seen in the word cloud of the Threat label, the term “burn” appears to be quite 
an important term for this label since the font size is not very small. In fact, the term has a bigger 
font than some other terms in the word cloud which are in fact contained in the list of overall top 
occurring terms. 
 






Figure 5.7: New barplots of fifty top terms for each label 
 













Identity hate label 
 
Figure 5.8: Word cloud for each label 
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5.3.5 Feature selection 
In later stages of the analysis, we would like to fit a model to a N p  DTM of our cleaned text 
data. At that stage the rows of the DTM will act as the observations. Each observation, 
corresponding to one of the cleaned text comments, will be a p -component vector, where p  
denotes the total number of unique terms in the DTM. The p  input variables will thus be the 
frequencies of the p  terms for each of the comments. The response variables will be the six-
component vectors containing the binary label variables. Intuitively, in order to obtain better 
results, we might prefer that the value of p  is not too large. In order to be able to execute this 
process, we need to perform feature selection, i.e. identify the terms to appear in the final DTM. 
One simple option is to use p  of the overall top occurring terms when viewing all 106381  
comments. However, if we merely use these terms, we will exclude a term like “burn”, as identified 
above. This term is one of the terms with the highest percentage of occurrence in comments when 
considering only those comments that contain toxicity. Since the labels of our data are sparse, 
we would like to prevent comments not containing toxicity to overpower the analysis. Therefore, 
it might be inappropriate to merely use p  of the overall top occurring terms. It may be 
advantageous to include a term like “burn”, for example, since our goal is to detect toxicity in 
comments.  
In order to identify p  appropriate terms that will act as input variables for our analysis, we will 
first identify t , t p , terms from the text data. Denote the collection of t  terms by .T  In a later 
stage we will select p  of the t  terms in T  to be the input variables. This selection process is 
described later. We first describe how to select t  terms to form the collection .T  
• Forming collection T   
Since the p  input variables (terms) are selected from ,T  this collection consists of all possible 
candidates for the final input variables. It is an option to include the overall top occurring terms in 
.T  However, for reasons explained above, we may also wish to include a term such as “burn”, 
which is not included in the list of overall top occurring terms. We would like to identify more terms 
such as “burn” to include in .T  In Figure 5.7 we constructed a barplot for each label using the fifty 
terms with the highest percentage of occurrence in comments containing toxicity. In order to 
identify more terms such as “burn”, we will not only consider the first fifty terms with the highest 
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percentages of occurrence in comments containing toxicity. Instead, we will view the first 
km  
terms for 
kY  where 50km   for 1,...,6.k =   
It should be noted that for 
kY  all km  terms are unique, however some terms may be identified for 







  terms, we first remove duplicated terms and 
then determine which of these remaining unique terms do not occur in the list of overall top 
occurring terms. In this way we identify more terms such as “burn” which do not occur in the list 
of overall top occurring terms, but have high percentages of occurrence when considering only 
those comments that contain toxicity. The list of overall top occurring terms are therefore 
augmented by these newly identified terms.  
Choosing the values of , 1,2,...,6,km k =  is subjective. For each label we order the percentages 
of occurrence for all the terms, from the term with the highest percentage to the term with the 
lowest. We would like to identify a percentage so that from this percentage onward, there are little 
differences in term percentages. If this is the case for ,kY  for example, that percentage can be an 
appropriate cut-off point for 
kY  and the number of terms exceeding this percentage for kY  is equal 
to 
km .  Unfortunately, such a percentage does not exist for any of the labels, because there are 
no clear cut-off points. Since this is the case, the values of , 1,2,...,6,km k =  are simply chosen.  
It might be best if the values , 1,2,...,6,km k =  are not too small. In this case, more terms are 
identified and eventually added to .T  Ideally, the selection process would then ensure that terms 
that are indeed less important are excluded from the p  chosen terms. If we however make the 
km − values too small, we may exclude some important terms from T  and therefore these terms 
are not allowed the opportunity to be chosen as one of the input variables. On the other hand, 
making the 
km − values too large may include very strange terms that occur in a few comments 
only. We do not want to allow such terms the opportunity to be identified as one of the p  input 
variables. Considering this, we decide to consider all the terms exceeding approximately 0.2%  
occurrence for the Toxic, Severe Toxic, Obscene and Insult label. This results in 
1 1301,m =  
2 776,m =  3 1147m =  and 5 1128.m =  Since the Threat and Identity hate labels are sparser, we 
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consider all terms exceeding approximately 0.9%  occurrence for the Threat label and 0.4%  for 
the Identity hate label. This results in 
4 357m =  and 6 721m = .  
Using the values chosen for , 1,2,...,6km k = , removing duplicated terms as well as terms that 
are included in the list of overall top occurring terms, we are left with 272  unique terms. However, 
as was the case when the overall top occurring terms were identified, the process of identifying 
these 272  terms have allowed us to spot more words that might be considered as synonyms. 
Some of these newly found 272  terms include synonyms or different spellings of a term, for 
example: “gonna” and “gunna”, informal versions of “going to”. Some of the 272  terms are listed 
along with their plural form, for example: “pig”, “pigs”. Also, some of the 272  terms are the 
incorrect spelling of a word. For example, one of the 272  terms is “freinds”, which we assume 
was meant to be “friends”. However, the word “friends” is actually included in the list of overall top 
occurring terms. The term “bullying” is included in the list of overall top occurring terms, however 
the term “bullied” is one of the newly found 272  terms. Since these two words are simply different 
tenses, we might consider combining them into one term: “bullied”. All of these issues can be 
dealt with by constructing an additional list of synonyms and using the function we used previously 
to do the appropriate replacements in our current training corpus.  
Some of the 272  terms are, however, words like “youre”, “didnt” and “doesnt”. Recall that we 
initially removed 174  commonly occurring English terms from our training corpus. The terms 
“you’re”, “didn’t” and “doesn’t” were among the 174  commonly occurring English terms. It appears 
that some comments, however, include terms like “youre”, “didnt” and “doesnt”, where the author 
of the comment failed to include the appropriate apostrophe. Fortunately, the tm package function, 
removeWords(), allows us the ability to add additional words we wish to remove from a corpus. 
Since we removed the correctly spelt versions of the words “youre”, “didnt” and “doesnt”, we 
should also remove these incorrect versions from our training corpus.  
Therefore, before continuing with our analysis, we first clean our current training corpus further 
by combining some terms of which the full list of combinations is found in Appendix B.2.12. We 
then apply the removeWords() function to this corpus in order to remove additional words from 
the corpus. The additional terms that are removed are given in Appendix B.2.13. Throughout 
further analysis this updated training corpus will be used. 
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Since we have an updated training corpus, we need to update the list of overall top occurring 
terms as well. This is done by creating a new DTM from the updated training corpus and using 
the function removeSparseTerms() with numeric value 0.9988.    
The process of identifying the t  terms forming the collection T  is now repeated using the updated 
list of overall top occurring terms and the updated training corpus. Thus, we again view the 
, 1,2,...,6,km k =  terms with the highest percentages of occurrence in comments containing 
toxicity. Since some terms are combined and removed in the updated training corpus, these 
km −
values will now be slightly smaller, because fewer terms will exceed our specified percentages of 
occurrence. If we again view terms exceeding approximately 0.2%  occurrence for the Toxic, 
Severe Toxic, Obscene and Insult label, this results in 
1 1290,m =  2 757,m =  3 1135m =  and 
5 1114.m =  Viewing terms exceeding approximately 0.9%  and 0.4%  occurrence for the Threat 
and Identity hate labels result in 
4 353m =  and 6 707m = .  
Using these values for , 1,2,...,6km k = , removing duplicated terms as well as terms that are 
included in the updated list of overall top occurring terms, we are now left with 244  unique terms. 
These terms are added to T  along with the overall top occurring terms. Since the codenames of 
the rude terms are numbered from 1  to 104,  it is easy to see which rude terms are not included 
in T  at this point. Since the p  input variables are selected from ,T  we decide to include all 104  
rude terms in T  so that all the identified rude terms are candidates for the final input variables. 
Therefore, those rude terms that are not present in T at this point, are also added to the collection. 
The collection, ,T  is now complete, containing 3042t =  terms. 
• Identifying p  terms from T   
We now aim to select p  terms from the t  terms in T  to be the final input variables of the analysis. 
One option may be to use a 
2  feature ranking method separately for each label. This is a so-
called filter approach. We obtain a ranking of the terms for each label, using 
2  tests for each of 
the labels separately. For each term, we determine the maximum rank obtained considering all 
six of the label rankings. We now select the top 600  terms based on their maximum rank over all 
six labels. As stated in Tsoumakas et al. (2011), a similar approach was found to have high 
performance in experimental work on textual data. 
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We also implement another strategy to select p  input variables from .T  We specifically develop 
this method to deal with the sparsity of the labels in the data. The aim of the selection process is 
to identify p  terms that appear to show the largest difference between comments containing 
toxicity and comments not containing toxicity. The strategy is implemented as follows. 
First we construct a DTM of our training corpus; however, we specify the terms of the DTM to be 
the t  terms in .T  This is easily done using an additional argument when using the function, 
DocumentTermMatrix(). The DTM therefore consists of 106381  rows, each corresponding to a 
comment, and t  columns, each corresponding to one of the terms in .T  Each entry indicates the 
number of times a term is found in a comment. However, we would now like to transform this DTM 
so that for each separate comment, it is noted whether a term is found in that particular comment 
or not, regardless of how many times it occurs in the comment. To execute this transformation, 
all positive entries in the DTM are replaced with a “1”, similar to the strategy used before. Denote 
the respective columns of this transformed matrix by 
1,..., .tX X   
Now for each of the six labels separately, the transformed matrix is split row-wise into two sub-
matrices. The first sub-matrix contains all the comments for which 1kY =  and the second matrix 
contains all the comments for which 0.kY =  For illustration, consider 1.k =  Say the first matrix is 
denoted by 
1mat  and contains 1N  comments, i.e. 1N  of the 106381  comments have 1 1.Y =  This 
matrix is therefore of size 
1 .N t  Similarly, say the second matrix is denoted by 2mat  and contains 





















= =  and 1 2 106381.N N+ =   
We continue by calculating the column sums of each of the two matrices, 
1mat  and 2.mat  For 
1 ,mat  the 
thj  column sum is denoted by 1 .jN  Therefore, of the 1N  comments that have 1 1,Y =  
1 jN  of them have the 
thj  term present, where 1,..., .j t=  Similarly, for 2 ,mat  the 
thj  column sum 
is denoted by 2 .jN  Therefore, of the 2N  comments that have 1 0,Y =  2 jN  of them have the 
thj  
term present, where 1,..., .j t=  We estimate ( )11| 1jP X Y= =  by ( ) 1
11
ˆ 1| 1 ,j
N
j N
P X Y= = =
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( )11| 0jP X Y= =  by ( ) 2
21
ˆ 1| 0 j
N
j N





= =  Now for 
1,...,j t=  we find: 























We repeat this process for all the labels in order to find 6K =  score− values for each of the t  
terms, one score− value corresponding to each label. For each label we order its t  corresponding 
score− values decreasingly. The results are summarized in Figure 5.9. 
In Figure 5.9, we see that a clear cut-off score− value exists for each of the six labels. 
Consequently, we identify no more than 500  important terms per label. Since a term may be 
identified for more than one of the labels, we form a collection of unique terms when considering 
all the important terms identified for all six labels. Doing this we are left with a collection of 606  
terms that we believe show the largest difference between comments containing toxicity and 
comments not containing toxicity. 
The collection of 600  terms identified using the 2  feature ranking method and the collection of 
606  terms identified using the method described above are very similar. Many terms are found 
in both collections. Since the developed method selects similar terms to those selected when 
using the 
2  feature ranking method, we decide to use the 606  terms found using our developed 
method as the p  input variables of the analysis. We are hopeful that these input variables will 
















Figure 5.9: Summary of score− values per label 
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5.3.6 Multi-label inspection 
An N p  DTM of our cleaned text data can now be constructed. The 106381N =  observations 
correspond to the cleaned text comments. Each observation is a 606p = −component vector, 
where each component in the vector is the frequency of each of the p  terms in the comment. 
This DTM forms the input space of our cleaned multi-label classification dataset. The response 
space is the six-component vectors containing the binary labels for each of the comments. 
Therefore, our multi-label classification dataset can now be summarized as a 106381 612  
matrix, ,
N p N K 
 
  
X Y  resembling Figure 5.10. 
 
 Terms Label indicator variables 
Comment 1X  2X   606X  1Y  2Y   6Y  
1  1,1x  1,2x   1,606x  1,1y   1,2y    1,6y   
2  2,1x  2,2x   2,606x  2,1y   2,2y    2,6y   
3  3,1x  3,2x   3,606x  3,1y   3,2y    3,6y   
         
106381 106381,1x  106381,2x   106381,606x  106381,1y   106381,2y    106381,6y   
Figure 5.10: Matrix representation of multi-label classification dataset 
 
The matrix given in Figure 5.10 can be used to construct an mldr-object of the multi-label data. It 
is useful to construct an mldr-object of our multi-label classification training data, because for both 
R packages, mldr and utiml, mldr-objects are the format used to express multi-label datasets. We 
first convert the matrix to a dataframe and then use the function mldr_from_dataframe(), available 
in the mldr package, to form the mldr-object. A summary of this mldr-object is given in Figure 5.11. 
In Figure 5.11, the specified table summary, containing several characteristics of the mldr-object, 
is obtained by using the summary() function. Furthermore, using the mldr package function, plot(), 
we obtain a cardinality histogram and labelset barplot of the mldr-object.  
 





Number of instances 106381 
Number of inputs 606 
Number of labels 6 








Reduced labelset barplot 
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As seen in Figure 5.11, the cardinality of our mldr-object is very low, approximately 0.22.  This is 
expected since many observations have no labels present. Furthermore, since the cardinality 
histogram shows the extreme accumulation of the data on the left, it is also clear that many 
observations do not have a notable number of labels present. This is an important characteristic 
of our multi-label dataset and will probably make classification of unseen comments more difficult. 
Since many comments do not have any labels present, we can achieve deceivingly good results 
if we simply classify all test comments to have no labels present. The small number of comments 
that, in truth, have labels present, will then be the only comments misclassified. However, the goal 
of the analysis is to detect toxicity in online comments. Simply classifying all comments to be free 
of toxicity would be of no use. It is important to detect those comments that have forms of toxicity 
present. This is an important problem in all unbalanced datasets. 
Figure 5.11 also indicates that there are 39  labelsets in the mldr-object. The labelset barplot 
shows the number of observations in each labelset. It is clear that the labelset corresponding to 
the case where none of the labels are present, completely overpowers the other labelsets. By 
using the GUI of the mldr package, it is found that 95540  observations have no labels present. 
In other words, approximately 89.81%  of the training comments have no labels. 
In order to better inspect those labelsets that have at least one label present, we construct a 
reduced barplot containing all the labelsets, except the labelset corresponding to the case where 
none of the labels are present. The frequencies of each labelset is obtained from the GUI. This 
reduced labelset barplot is also given in Figure 5.11. The most common labelset in this reduced 
setting is the labelset corresponding to the case where the Toxic label is the only label present. 
This is followed by the labelset that only has the Toxic, Obscene and Insult labels present. These 
three labels are also the top three most common labels. The third most common labelset is the 
labelset that only has the Toxic and Obscene labels present. Furthermore, in this reduced setting, 
we see that the different labelsets often include the Toxic label. For the top 21 labelsets in the 
reduced setting, the Toxic label is present in 17  of them.  




Figure 5.12: Concurrence plot of mldr-object 
We also construct a concurrence plot of our mldr-object. This concurrence plot is given in Figure 
5.12. Since the Toxic, Obscene and Insult labels are present for the most comments, compared 
to the other three labels, these three labels have the longest arcs in Figure 5.12. The bands that 
connect these three labels are also very wide. Recall that the width of a band connecting two arcs 
is proportional to the number of instances in which the corresponding two labels appear together. 
Therefore, since one of the most common labelsets in the dataset is the labelset that has the 
Toxic, Obscene and Insult label present, it is no surprise that the bands connecting these three 
labels are wide. From Figure 5.12 it is also clear that the labels are not balanced. The Severe 
Toxic, Threat and Identity hate labels have relatively much shorter arcs than the three most 
common labels. We expect that it will be especially difficult to detect comments that have these 
three least common labels present. 
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5.3.7 Test data 
Using the utiml package, our mldr-object will be used to fit several multi-label learning methods. 
We will use the fitted functions to classify our test observations, in order to evaluate the predictive 
performance of the models. Since the utiml package requires multi-label datasets to be expressed 
as mldr-objects, we also need to express our test data as an mldr-object. 
At this stage our test data consists of 53190  raw comments. We need to organize the test data 
so that its structure resembles the training data structure. In other words, we need to clean the 
test comments as well, so that we can express the test data as a 53190 606  matrix. The rows 
of this matrix will correspond to the 53190  test comments and the columns will correspond to the 
606p =  terms we identified. Therefore, each test observation will be a 606p =  component 
vector, where each component in the vector is the frequency of one of the p  terms in the relevant 
test comment. Converting this matrix to an mldr-object will produce the required test mldr-object. 
In order to find this test mldr-object, we proceed as follows. 
The 53190  raw test comments are imported into R as a vector with elements the respective 
comments. This test-vector is converted into a source-object using the function VectorSource(). 
Then the function VCorpus() is used to convert this source-object into a VCorpus. We proceed by 
cleaning the test corpus in a similar manner as we did the training corpus. Thus, functions 
tolower(), stripWhitespace(), removePunctuation() and removeNumbers() are used to convert all 
text to lower-case, remove extra white spaces, remove punctuation and remove numbers from 
the text documents. We replace rude words and their variations with the 104  codenames 
identified from the training data. We also use the two lists of synonyms formed when we inspected 
the training data in order to replace synonyms in the test corpus as well. We use 
DocumentTermMatrix() to form a DTM of the test corpus, specifying the terms of the DTM to be 
the 606  terms we identified using the training data. Finally, we convert the matrix to a dataframe 
after which the function mldr_from_dataframe() is used to form the test mldr-object. 
5.3.8 Large data 
Another considerable challenge of this multi-label data analysis, in addition to the sparsity of the 
labels, is the fact that the dataset is very large. Since the data analysis is executed in R on a non-
scientific computer with CPU at 2.4 GHz and 8 GB ram, running time and memory is a big 
challenge. A strategy used to overcome this is to save different R workspaces for different stages 
of the analysis and ensure that each R workspace is as clean as possible, containing only the 
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objects needed for that stage of the analysis. This allows for more memory when saving DTMs, 
TDMs, mldr-objects and matrices.  
In some cases, even when implementing the above strategy, a shortage of memory still occurs. 
A typical error message may resemble: 
 
In cases like this it may be useful to use the R function memory.limit(). By using this function, we 
can manually increase the amount of memory used in R. The size is given in MB. 
5.3.9 Results 
Our training mldr-object consists of 95540  observations that have no labels present and 10841 
observations that have at least one label present. Since running time is a concern and the labels 
in the dataset are so sparse, we form an mldr-object that consists of less comments for which 
none of the labels are present. This allows for a reduction in running time when models are fit to 
the mldr-object. Furthermore, we are also hopeful that training models on data not completely 
dominated by observations with no labels, might allow the models to detect infrequent comments 
that contain toxicity, more easily. 
We randomly select 14159  of the 95540  comments with no labels and use all 10841 comments 
that have at least one label present, to form a smaller mldr-object containing 25000  observations. 
We fit several multi-label learning methods to the smaller mldr-object using utiml package 
functions. The models are used to classify all the observations in the test mldr-object. Due to the 
concern of memory and running time, LDsplit with trees is not fit to the data. 
The predictive performance is evaluated using confusion matrices, constructed using the utiml 
package function, multilabel_confusion_matrix(). Confusion matrices are a useful tool to evaluate 
predictive performance in our analysis, since we are able to easily compare TP, FP, FN and TN 
rates for all the fitted models. These rates can also be expressed per label, so that we can identify 
which models struggle to classify which labels. 
We report the results found when fitting a label powerset model with a decision tree as base 
learner, as well as two ensemble of classifier chains models. The first ensemble of classifier 
chains model uses a decision tree as base learner and the second uses random forests. The 
random forest grows 6  trees and randomly samples 24  predictors as candidates for each split. 
Both the ensemble of classifier chains models are based on 10  random orderings of the labels 
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and the percentage of training observations used for each classifier is 90%,  while 100%  of the 
predictors are used. A decision tree is an effective base learner since the learning method has no 
trouble handling the sparsity of the training data. 
No R utilities are available to fit a random forest of predictive clustering trees. Also, since 
Tsoumakas et al. (2011) suggests that RA k EL achieves better results for datasets with a large 
number of labels, we do not report the results when fitting a RA k EL model.  
For each of the three fitted functions, we apply two different threshold strategies in order to obtain 
multi-label classifications of the test observations. The first is a global threshold of 0.5.  In other 
words, for all the labels, when the posterior probability of the label is larger than or equal to 0.5,  
the label is classified as present, else it is not. Using this strategy, it appears that the fitted 
functions classify the Toxic label present while all the other labels are classified as absent, for 
most of the observations. Therefore, our second threshold strategy is label-based and we 
investigate the effect of an extreme threshold strategy. In this case, if the posterior probability of 
the Toxic label is smaller than 1,  the Toxic label is classified as absent. Only when the posterior 
probability of the Toxic label is exactly equal to 1,  is the Toxic label classified as present. For all 
five of the other labels, Severe Toxic, Obscene, Threat, Insult and Identity hate, if the posterior 
probability of the label is greater than 0,  the label is classified as present, else it is absent. 
For each learning method the confusion matrices found when applying both threshold strategies 
are given in Figure 5.13. The label-based confusion matrices are also constructed for each of the 
three learning methods. These matrices are given in Figure 5.14, Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.18, 
when applying the global threshold, and in Figure 5.15, Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.19, when 
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Global threshold Label-based threshold 
Label powerset (Tree) 
 
Label powerset (Tree) 
 
Ensemble of classifier chains (Tree) 
 
Ensemble of classifier chains (Tree) 
 
Ensemble of classifier chains (Random Forest) 
 
Ensemble of classifier chains (Random Forest) 
 
Figure 5.13: Confusion matrices per learning method 















Figure 5.14: Label powerset with global threshold 















Figure 5.15: Label powerset with label-based threshold 















Figure 5.16: Ensemble of classifier chains (Tree) with global threshold 















Figure 5.17: Ensemble of classifier chains (Tree) with label-based threshold 















Figure 5.18: Ensemble of classifier chains (Random Forest) with global threshold 















Figure 5.19: Ensemble of classifier chains (Random Forest) with label-based threshold 
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From Figure 5.14 we see that applying the global threshold to the label powerset method causes 
the model to classify the Toxic label present for all the test observations, while all the other labels 
are classified as absent. Therefore, in Figure 5.13, the TP rate of the corresponding model will be 
equal to the percentage of observations in the test data that in truth have the Toxic label present. 
Since the model simply classifies all observations to one labelset, regardless, it does not aid us 
in detecting toxicity in comments. Using the label powerset method with the label-based threshold 
improves performance slightly, but not significantly. Figure 5.15 shows that the model continues 
to classify the three sparsest labels, namely Severe Toxic, Threat and Identity hate, absent for all 
the test observations. The model does classify the Obscene and Insult labels to be present for 
some observations and classifies the Toxic label to be absent for some observations. The results 
however remain undesirable.  
In general, when examining all the label-based confusion matrices, it appears that all the models 
seldomly classify the Toxic label absent. For all the label-based confusion matrices reported, the 
FP rates are high. This may be a consequence of the fact that the Toxic label is the most common 
label in the training data. It does however also raise the question whether this label is well defined. 
Since the comments are individually labeled by human raters, the question arises whether it is 
clearly defined when exactly a comment should be labelled as Toxic. Our focus therefore shifts 
to the performance of the models specifically when classifying the other five labels. 
The performance of the ensemble of classifier chains model with a random forest base learner 
seems promising. Figure 5.18 shows that when using the global threshold, the model is able to 
correctly identify the Obscene and Insult labels present for some of the test observations. Only 
5.28%  of the test observations in truth have the Obscene label present. The TP rate of the model 
is reported as 4.35  in Figure 5.18 for the Obscene label. In other words, approximately 82%  of 
the observations that in truth have the Obscene label present, are correctly identified by the 
model. The Insult label is in truth present for approximately 4.9%  of the test observations. The 
TP rate of the model is reported as 3.22  in Figure 5.18 for the Insult label. Therefore, 
approximately 66%  of the test observations that have the Insult label present, are correctly 
identified by the model. The three sparsest labels of the dataset, however, remain difficult to 
classify. Figure 5.18 indicates that even though the model classifies the three sparsest labels to 
be present for some observations, these classifications are seldom correct. The reported TP rates 
are low.  
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By using the label-based threshold for this ensemble of classifier chains model, we manage to 
increase the TP rates of the three sparsest labels slightly, as shown in Figure 5.19. The TP rates 
also increase for the Obscene and Insult labels. However, along with these increases in TP rates 
comes increases in FP rates as well. Since our goal is to detect toxicity in online comments, the 
cost of having a slight increase in FP rates in order to increase TP rates, may be a cost we can 
bare. A false identification of toxicity, in which case the comment does not contain toxicity in truth, 
but we classify it as containing toxicity, might be more favourable than the case where a comment 
in fact contains toxicity, but slips through unidentified. We may prefer viewing the classification of 
comments as a flagging process. In this case, if our model classifies a comment to contain toxicity, 
this in fact flags the comment. Flagged comments can then be reviewed by website owners in 
order to determine whether the comments are acceptable or not.  
In Figure 5.13, examining the results of the ensemble of classifier chains model using a decision 
tree as base learner, we see that the behaviour of this model is similar to that of the ensemble of 
classifier chains model that uses a random forest as base learner, with only slight differences. 
Comparing the label-based confusion matrices for the two different base learners, we observe 
the following.  
With the decision tree base learner and using the global threshold, Figure 5.16 shows that the 
model never classifies the Severe Toxic label present for any observations. Even when using the 
label-based threshold, in Figure 5.17, the Severe Toxic label is classified absent for almost all the 
test observations. This is not true for the random forest base learner. Using both threshold 
strategies, the random forest base learner classifies the Severe Toxic label present for some 
observations. 
With the decision tree base learner, using both threshold strategies, the Obscene label is 
classified present for a smaller number of observations than when using a random forest base 
learner. The TP rates are also lower when using the decision tree base learner, compared to the 
TP rates of the random forest base learner. However, for the random forest base learner, the FP 
rates are higher. A similar conclusion may be made for the Insult label. As mentioned, a slight 
increase in FP rates may be a cost we can bare in order to obtain an increase in TP rates. 
Furthermore, it appears that the two base learners perform similarly when classifying the Identity 
hate label. Both base learners struggle to identify those observations for which this sparse label 
is present. 
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Interestingly, for the Threat label the decision tree base learner seems to produce better 
classifications than the random forest base learner. Using the global threshold, the random forest 
base learner classifies the Threat label absent for almost all observations. This is not true for the 
decision tree base learner. Using the label-based threshold, the decision tree base learner 
produces the highest TP rate, higher than any other TP rate produced for the Threat label. Not 
only is the TP rate higher when using the decision tree base learner, but this model also produces 
a lower FP rate than the random forest base learner using the label-based threshold.  
Recall that the Threat label is the sparsest label in the training dataset. Furthermore, only 0.17%  
of the test observations in truth have the Threat label present. The decision tree base learner with 
the label-based threshold is able to correctly identify almost half of these infrequent observations. 
It is difficult to explain why this is the case. It may be that the presence of two or three key words 
in a comment, immediately causes that comment to be considered a threat. Examples include 
words such as “will”, “kill” and “die”, as seen in the word cloud of the Threat label given in Figure 
5.8. It might be that a simple decision tree base learner is more sensitive to such a characteristic 
than a random forest base learner. 
In conclusion, considering the performance on all six labels, it appears that the overall most 
promising model is the ensemble of classifier chains model using a random forest as base learner. 
If we view the classification of comments as a flagging process, where a slight increase in FP 
rates are acceptable, we suggest using the label-based threshold. When classifying the Threat 
label, however, we suggest using the ensemble of classifier chains model with a decision tree as 
base learner and the label-based threshold. 
This chapter highlights the importance of a pre-processing step in a multi-label text data analysis. 
For text data analyses, it is not unusual for the pre-processing and cleaning of the data to be one 
of the most time-consuming steps in the analysis. If it is however not done thoroughly, predictive 
performance may suffer. The next chapter provides concluding remarks as well as opportunities 
for future research. Possible aspects which can be improved, regarding the practical analysis 
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
 
There are many scenarios where several labels may be associated simultaneously with each data 
case in a dataset. Therefore, a large number of multi-label datasets are found in a variety of 
domains, as also seen in this thesis where a text domain dataset was a focus. In this thesis the 
multi-label analysis goal was multi-label classification. Therefore, the work presented entailed a 
detailed study of the literature on multi-label classification, with a particular focus on multi-label 
ensemble methods. We also proposed a new multi-label ensemble method that can be used to 
perform multi-label classification. In this final chapter we give an overview of the work presented 
in the previous chapters and discuss opportunities for future research. 
The first three chapters of this thesis provided a theoretical background of multi-label 
classification. We highlighted the differences between multi-label classification and binary or 
multi-class classification, also discussing unique characteristics of the multi-label structure. Since 
the multi-label structure is unique, it requires specific tools for analysis, including specific 
evaluation measures of predictive performance. Considering the three categories of multi-label 
learning, we also presented some multi-label learning methods as proposed in the literature. 
In Chapter 4 we presented a new multi-label ensemble method, named LDsplit with trees. We 
compared the predictive performance of LDsplit with trees to that of previously defined multi-label 
learning methods, by performing an empirical study on benchmark datasets. LDsplit with trees 
produced promising results allowing us to believe that with further modifications the procedure 
may become a competitive multi-label learning method. We also compared LDsplit with trees to 
other multi-label ensemble methods, in particular. LDsplit with trees is different from ensembles 
of classifier chains, RA k EL and random forests of predictive clustering trees. The approach 
differs, since it constructs an ensemble of tree-structures by considering different permutations of 
the labels in a multi-label dataset. Each tree-structure is constructed for a given permutation in a 
manner that incorporates label dependencies. Furthermore, each split of a node in a tree-structure 
is performed by considering a binary classification problem.  
In LDsplit with trees we use a stump as binary classifier in order to split the data of a node. A 
stump is useful if we aim to perform slow learning. The principle of slow learning lies in the idea 
that if a node is split into more than two branches, important information may go by unnoticed. 
Small modifications should be made to the data with each split in order to “learn slowly”. In future 
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studies, however, we may also consider using other binary classifiers, instead of stumps, in order 
to split the data of a node.  
Applying LDsplit with trees, using a stump as the binary classifier, an optimal splitting variable 
and split point are identified in order to split a node in a tree-structure. In future work we may 
explore the possibility of using these splitting variables to obtain information regarding variable 
importances. Those variables used for multiple splitting rules in multiple tree-structures may for 
example be regarded as more important than variables that are seldomly or never used in splitting 
rules. Can we somehow develop a variable importance measure for LDsplit with trees?  
Furthermore, for a tree-structure, ,jT  the nodes that make up Level k  are found by fitting stumps 
to the binary classification problems formed by considering the data in the respective nodes at 
Level 1,k −  along with label , .j kP  Therefore, the splitting variables used to split the nodes of Level 
1k −  may be correlated with label , .j kP  Thus, it may be possible to explore variable and label 
correlation in future research. If the same variables are often associated with splits corresponding 
to a certain label, we might conclude that these variables are highly correlated with the specific 
label. The research idea raised in the previous paragraph therefore considers aspects of global 
importance of predictors, whereas we consider aspects of local importance in this paragraph. 
LDsplit with trees is a multi-label ensemble method since it combines the output obtained from 
several multi-label tree-structures in order to obtain a final multi-label classification. As described 
in Chapter 4, in order to obtain a final multi-label classification, we use a majority vote or average 
the posterior probabilities of the labels produced by the respective tree-structures. An opportunity 
for future research may be to combine the output of the respective tree-structures in a different 
way, for example by using an approach similar to boosting.  
In the case of boosting, a base procedure is refitted multiple times to different forms of reweighted 
data, forming multiple function estimates, 
  ( )   ( )   ( )1 2ˆ ˆ ˆ. , . , ... , . .Mg g g  An ensemble of the 
function estimates is obtained in the form 









  (Bühlmann and Hothorn, 2007:478). Each 
function estimate therefore has a corresponding weight when contributing to the final prediction. 
Take the AdaBoost algorithm, developed by Robert Schapire and Yoav Freund for binary 
classification, for example. The AdaBoost algorithm fits a base classifier to reweighted versions 
of the observed training data. After fitting the base classifier, the predicted classes and true 
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 In the final classification the weights give a larger contribution to 
those classifiers that result in lower training misclassification errors. In future work we may be 
able to define such a contributing weight, ,j  for the LDsplit with trees model. In this case all tree-
structures will no longer make the same contribution to the final multi-label classification. Instead 
we would like to allow tree-structures that result in lower training misclassifications to contribute 
more to the final multi-label classification. 
In Chapter 5, a practical multi-label text data analysis was presented. We highlighted important 
aspects when such an analysis is carried out in R. We also emphasised the importance of 
cleaning and pre-processing of text data. Considerable challenges faced in the multi-label data 
analysis were the sparsity of the labels as well as the size of the dataset. We compared the 
confusion matrices obtained when fitting three different multi-label learning methods, applying 
both a global and label-based threshold. The sparsest labels proved to be the most difficult to 
classify. Our chosen model fits an ensemble of classifier chains with a random forest base-
learner. The label-based threshold is used if the classification of comments is viewed as a flagging 
process. We did however also suggest using an ensemble of classifier chains model with a 
decision tree as base classifier when classifying the sparsest label. 
In future work we may wish to improve the results of the practical analysis presented in Chapter 
5. One possible way this may be achieved is to improve the cleaning and pre-processing of the 
text data. The text data consist of informal Wikipedia comments. Therefore, the text was 
particularly challenging since we were confronted with rude terms, misspelt words as well as 
informal or slang words not found in dictionaries. We tried to address these issues as far as 
possible, as we described in Chapter 5. In a future analysis, we can however also address some 
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Table 6.1: Possible issues to address 
Issue Example in text 
Words for which one or multiple letters are unnecessarily repeated “foreverrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr” 
Using the spacebar between the letters of a word “u g l y” 
Using the number “0” as a “o” “c00l” 
Using symbols “@,#,&” within a word “f@t” 
Use of symbols to express emotion “☺” 
 
In Chapter 5 we also described how our test data were organized to resemble the training data 
structure. We did not take into consideration that there will most likely appear new terms in the 
test cases not found in any of the training cases. For example, there may be additional rude terms 
in the test data apart from the 104  rude terms identified when considering the training data. It 
may be that the presence of such a new rude term would be a strong indication of the presence 
of toxicity. Since we simply disregard terms not found in the training data, this may be an issue 
that can be addressed in future studies. 
The bag-of-words approach was used to organize the text data. It may also be advantageous to 
use a more complex approach, such as semantic parsing, in a future analysis. This would take 
word type and order into consideration as well. 
If the text data analysis is carried out on a scientific computer, we would be able to alleviate the 
concern of memory and running time. In this case the multi-label learning methods can for 
example be fit to the full set of training observations. We would also be able to specify the number 
of cores to parallelize the training by using the “cores”-argument when fitting a utiml package 
function. Furthermore, LDsplit with trees can also be fit to the text data if memory and running 
time is no longer a concern. 
Finally, many of the comments in the practical dataset do not contain toxicity, so that the labels 
of the dataset are very sparse. One of the strategies used in Chapter 5 in order to increase the 
ability of the multi-label classifiers to identify the infrequent comments containing toxicity, was to 
fit the multi-label learning methods to a training mldr-object containing less comments that are 
free of toxicity. In future studies we can also explore other strategies to address the sparsity of 
the labels. For example, we may use the Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE). 
In general, the SMOTE approach under-samples the majority class of a dataset while 
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simultaneously performing a special over-sampling technique of the minority class (Chawla et al., 
2002). Using such an approach in our multi-label data setting could be beneficial.  
Overall, this thesis illustrates how predictive performance of a multi-label base classifier can be 
improved using an ensemble of multi-label classifiers. Modern multi-label datasets, such as the 
toxic comment classification dataset, are becoming increasingly available. Multi-label ensemble 
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APPENDIX A: Chapter 4 
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APPENDIX B: Chapter 5 
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B.2    PRACTICAL DATA ANALYSIS 
B.2.1 Forming initial training corpus 
 
B.2.2 Converting text to lower-case, removing extra white spaces, removing particular words, 
removing punctuation and removing numbers from the text documents 
 
 





B.2.3 Constructing initial DTM 
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B.2.4 Function used to replace rude terms in training corpus with specified codenames 
 
B.2.5 Constructing DTM of training corpus that contains codenames 
 
B.2.6 Finding initial list of overall top occurring terms 
 
B.2.7 Terms combined 
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B.2.10 Inspecting labels 
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B.2.12 Additional terms combined 
 
 
B.2.13 Additional terms removed 
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